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“Two brothers,”

began the professor impressively, addresiiug the hostess, “were walking together

! down tiie street, and

'\nr< rn>

pptnam

of them, stopping
knocked at the door.
‘I have a meco here, who is ill.’
| observing ;
| ‘Thank heaven,’observed the other, lI have
! got no niece ;’ and he walked away. Xe«
i how could that he ?
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]) irtment, :;ie re*jue.>t«-il to roniti.u*
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no
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lireetlous for

building

an

gives

the

ice house

following
and pack-

week, we spoke of live changes in our
ing the ice :—
pool system, proposed by Mr. Johnson, the
A family ice house need not bo an expensive
superintendent of Schools, in his recent re- ; structure. It may be built cheaply, subserve
•. L -,
and we then remarked upon the. first j its object excellently, anil add to me attractions ot a homestead by being a sightly object.
ao—tie- change from the district lo tie* town :
A building of twelve ieet square and eight or
noiv
1m
Institutes.
••-ten, and Teacher's
nine feet high is sulllcient for tiie. wants of the
! ist
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his rather indolent effeminate air,

which was mainly the result of his education, Luke Jordan was a line looking fellow,
consider
most exacting family. It may be a frame buildand not easily moved irom his self-possesthe
surface
ot
the
above
grouud,
roi Ni v siTiMtnvisons.
ing, entirely
ion
a
elevated
; hut he colored and grew confused beon
if
better
and
posts,
supported
s is to liave one person in each count'.
i
lew iucltes, to be certain of gooddraiuage. Built neath that sharp scrutinizing gaze.
town school
uv eleetcii, whether by th
ol joists, two or throe invites, with an outer
“Yes, sir: I spoke to Miss Mary last
committees, as formerly a similar oiii er was, hoarding, having inside another series of upnight, and she referred me to you.”
rights, also boarded, from six to ten inches reo. appointed by tbe fi ovent or anil Council,
Tiie old man's face softened.
from the outer shell, with solid floor of
moved
i directly elected by the people,— the report
tiie space between the two walls liiied
“Molly is a good girl, a very good girl,”
plunk,
si>. —with a salary each of II11100,
s u o :i
with tan, sawdust, straw, or chutt, and a roof he said, stroking his chin with a thoughtful
A
Suit *; some of the ilntles of ot good pitch, the ice house is complete.
11.1r tii
air, “and she deserves a good husband.
dram for water sliould be made from tiie floor,
said olli.’-Ts to be to visit and inspect tile
Wliat can you do?”
the space above the uprights, between a
and
schools in their r- speetive counties, to be an
The young man looked rather blank at
loose flooring ami the pitch of tiie roof, tilled
i,Id to the Sta'e Superintendent, to be “an A 1with straw or hay, or sonic similar dry, porous this abrupt inquiry.
material. O.t the roof should be a ventilator,
vi iory K locational Board.”4.;.
If you refer to my abilities to support a
or snow.
The report points to many advantages likely the lop defeuded from tin' tain
wife, I can assure you—”
Pile ice should be packed in one solid mass,
‘•I know thut you are a rich mao, Luke
to accrue from this measure, the chief o, which
the s: Vs not reaching tiie inner walls ol tin*
Is that this ne w ilii vr will make up, in part, building, but allowing a space of from six to Jordan, but I lake it for granted tliat you
twelvv inches ail around. The Lop ol the ice ask my girl to marry you, not your property.
tor the df iieieue'-s an 1 sh irt-c imiugs of town
should bo covered with straw, and the door What
But if this olllce Is made
school committees.
guarantee can you give me. in ease it
should be like the sides of the building, or
the
be swept away, as it is iu thousauds
Is
not
should
would
as
It
bablv
be,
elective,
pta
double doors should im made, oue In tiie outer
l'iaut morn- of instances, that you could provide for her
risk equally great of getting a poor supervisor and the other in the inner wall,
May it ing glories or any climbing plant around the a comfortable home? You have hands and
as id getting
poor committee men?
builuiug and induce them to creep up tiie walls brains—do you know how to use them?—
licit, be exchanging King l og tor King Snake r
and over the roof as an additional defence
What can you do?”
in
hi
our
electing
experience, lotam-rly,
for,
against tiie fervid sun of summer.
This was a style of catechism for which
Two workmen, it not practical carpenters,
Burd of K lueation,
junty members oi th
can put up such a building in one, or at most, Luke, was quite unprepared, aud he stared
the
lie
has
lit.
lie
uot—-"Is
was
me question
two days, which, if taste and judgment is used,
blankly at tfie questioner without speaking.
his sotti been touch1 roper qualifications, lias
will prove to be a sightly addition to the at“1 believe you managed to get through
altar?
educational
the
usdui
adand
a
from
tractions ot a country home,
ed with a hie coal
tun1, ‘‘ in dof /or party and junct to tiie farm, its contents being convenient college—have you any profession?”
-'.e
.lit, o.U’it
“No sir I thought—”
and comforting in health and invaluable in
Aud thus, di n, the olllce became only
sickness. Such an house would prove also
“Have you any trade?”
uuother element in the race for political prefer- convenient as a
relrigerator on a large scale,
“No sir; my father thought that with
if
there
And
and
the
ient and sectarian advantage.
prodpreserving food ot various kinds
the
wealth I should inherit 1 should not
be su- ucts of tile dairy.’’
nay be one spot on earth which shall
ueed any.”
Iniluenccs.
those
I.
and
free
from
re
blighting
If there are the
“Your father thought like a fool, then.
Isbivuhjai. Economy.
that be our common schools.
Perhaps hu- most
urgent state reasons why there should be He’d much better iiave given you some
to
so
as
imk
.iuu nature may have changed,
inaugurated Irom this time <, careiul system of honest occupation and cut you off with a
but, reason- public economy—which scarcely any oue will
know no fitness but true merit
be inclined to deny—there a'm equally urgent shilling—it might have been the making up
ing from the past, this scheme, in this direc- demands for individual retrenchment, it is of
you. As it is what are you fit for? Here
Besides. lor reasons
tlon. will b- a failure.
surprising that out of so many whose income you are, a strong, able-bodied young man,
argued last tv-, cl: against “Teachers insti- amounts to Irom §2,000 to §5,000 per annum, twenty-four years old ; aud never earned a
so little money is laid by for
emergencies, all utes," we cannot, but think that Lin* g mat l;u:tudollar in your life 1 You ought to be ashamthough that is the very class that should save
cial burdens, already resting, as they must, for
Aud you want to marry my
ed of yourself.
mouey above all others.
tue auTile necessity lor individual economy is even
years to come, upon the people, forbid
daughter.”
nual expenditure of s>B..<>'>') for any measure
greater at this lime than during the war. There
“Now, I have given Molly as good ad—

is a paragraph from the Madras Times, of
December 2, dated from Chintagoonta, situated near the considerable town of Cud-

dapali, and on the road
place called Xandval.

■■

says

:

We

are

much

to another

populous
correspondent
annoyed by a man
The

the
eater, about eleven miles oil', under

hills, and the ctiect has been to raise the
I
of bamboos, charcoal and wood.
in the village
be
to
yesterday
happened
I
where it committed its last depredation.

price

found a force one hundred strong, composed of the young men of the adjoining villages—they assemble every morning about
nine a. .u., aud march with tom-toms ahead
aud astern, armed with spears aud matchlocks, into the jungle near the village, carin trees
rying food to meu who are posted
uear each place where any one lias been killAs may he expected, since they took
ed.
these precautions, they have seeu nothing ol
him, as he has quietly gone to another vilThey told me that the tiger had killed

lage.

than two liuudred people ; a great mathe murderer
ny close to the village. Here is
aud man-eater in the dress ol yellow aud
black ! The beast is lord of the district
aud levies his land-tax ol flesh and blood
whenever his appetite moves him. By far
more

the most considerable personage for many
miles around, in the jungles anil plains
about Chiutagoouta, is this “Wag'n,” the
tiger. He is greater than the Zemindar,
than the Head Tries!, or the Coiiector-Saheb ; and while the Striped Tyrant lives
and prowls, the wretched Hindoos must
lie detalk and thiuk of nothing else.
itranges tiie market, as it will be seen, for
is more than tiie life ot the charcoal burnwas tiieu u iictitious and unreliable stale ol afnot deemed vitally necessary, and of unquesfor learning as any girl iu town, ers aud cane cutters is worth for them to
fairs; an apparent ease in mouey matters and vantages
this
is
C
limed
that
it
tioned utility. True,
she
aud
hasn’t
thrown 'em away ; but if she trust themselves in small parties anywhere
a
lor
money-making;
greater opportunities
Such a brute, iiis fangs
E.s.ooo, yearly, may be saved by
recklessness and spirit of extravagance that do didn’t know how to work, she’d be no daugh- about his haunts.
not prevail now.
it Is now that lue enormous ter of mine.
4. I NTFOinilTV OF SClIOOi, BOOKS.
If I choose, I could keep once dyed in human blood, never abandons
expenses of our civil war are lelt by every lu- more than one servant but I
Here we luliy agree with the Superintendent,
don’t, no more the dainty food ; he watches the poor wood;
dividuul, lor the tax must be paid by iudivid-;
and
their
school
that the multitudinous
books,
choose
that
should be a men in tiie hushes ; the cow-boys roaming
than
1
daughter
alter
ail.
that
is
now
my
The
tux
uals,
pat upon
irequent changes, are a very great nuisance, the citizen; the hard times that are almost pale spiritless creature, full of dyspepsia, upon the maidau, the women and girls gothe
certain to prevail the present winter and per- aud all sorts of tine
u great burden to the people, working a vast
lady ailments, instead ing down tor water to the river or
for a still longer period; a common deof the smiling bright eyed, rosy cheeked lass jheel; he lies beside the path which the
detriment to the schools, to suppress which haps
sire to return to that smooth prosperity which,
I did say that she should not mar- letter-carriers take, and knows when the
she is.
evil should invoke the strong arm of the iu ilie
end, is ahoui equally advantageous to
lie states in itis report, what we every- all; these and many other irdluenees should ry a lad that had been cursed by a rich fa- old meu go out to drive the goats home.
law.
where see. that there are inmost as many vari- iniiuce every one to make everything go as iar ther ; but she has taken a foolish liking for One by one his victims disappear, until a
as possible lor the present.
Go to panic falls upon the neighborhood, and the
aud I’ll tell you what I’ll do.
eties of text books us there are scholars,—a
Oue of the most efficacious means of arriv- you,
to
be
a
man
work
and
and
to
all
; per- poor people hang about their huts, or go
classification,
wearing ing at the desired object is the keeping oi a
prove yourself
thing fatal
Then ho
This account is the simplest fect yourself iu some occupation—I don’t out only in strong detachments.
out t.ho lives oi tlie teachers in fruitless en- regular account.
to
close
in
at
uie
state
the
aud
and
needs
to
if
it
is
honest—then
come
to
care
Its
shows
this
world,
only
holder,
night
Besides
evil,
creeps
what,
me, grows
deavors.
avoiding
amounts received and Irom what souice, and
the walls of the houses, picking up lus huit the girl is willing, she is yours.”
and,
chat Mates which have directed this matter by
tne amounts paid out ami lor what purpose.
As tho old man said this, he deliberate- man supper from the evening lire or the
law, arranging with the hook publishers to But the account should be a a Uriel one and uevUsually there are “shisupply the schools at Itrst c< st, save, on the c-r neglected. Every penny should be pul ly rose from the settle of the porch aud village gateway.
at
hunters—somewhere
karries”—native
the work will be lound light, will went into the house.
and
down,
of
com/.m
tite
•atin
books,
price
average,
soon become a habit, and will be both satisfacLilians was waiting to see hand, who manage in the end, after many
here.
Mary
to tlie pr< sent method
Pretty
inn
For, the
tory and prolilable. Eel every man an woman her lover down at the
garden gate, their a patient vigil in the lork of a tree, to put
peoph.pee,aiiv School Committees who who reads this article try the experiment.
The
usual
smiling light fa- a match-lock bullet iu the right place ; and
trysting place.
make these frequent changes—should know
from her eyes as she noticed his sober, then there are held as exuberant rejoicings
that the dearest things you can have are those
SroEJiv Days. Let these he employed by ded
us thougu some great puone victory nail
The gift “thread the farmer to good advantage, cleaning up the discomfited look.
that seem to cost nothing.
Tbe monster is brought iu.o
‘■rather means well,
she saiu, as Luke been won.
the barn arid house cellar iu orand thumbs” which so please unthinking pur- barn, selling
der, mending tools, and other tilings that may told her the result of his
with dances and drums, ihe wotlie
“And
village
application.
chasers,/tare to In. paid .]■ ir under some other be broken;
cutting up roots, cutting hay, and I'm not sure but lie’s about
right, for it men scream curses at his dead carcass, the
name; and when rival publishers put new
many other tilings liiut will suggest themselves.
seems to me that every man, rich or poor, men cut oil' his whiskers and claws for
us
we
known
remind
Some
farmers
that
have
books into the schools in exchange fur oid ones,
of the old Dutchman at whose house a travel- ought to have some occupation.”
Then, as charms, his hide is flayed oil, aud ihen loadyou pay dearly tor this generosity, twice—once ler
stopped one rainy day lor shelter. The 3he noticed her lover’s grave look, she said ed with execrations, he is dragged out into
In the exborbitaut price at which they are put house leaked
But
badly, and the traveller asked the soltly :
the open held for the vultures to eat.
after being once Introduced, and again in the owner why ho did not repair it, when he said,
is
not
to
he
the
that
it
olteu
“Never
I’ll
for
wait
Luke.”
tiger
mind,
happens
you,
You surely would not have me out into the
evils ol the ceaseless changes to which this
Luke Jordan suddenly disappeared from "potted” by such weapons as the native
rain to do it, would you?"
But why not do
free “thread and thumbs" business give rise.
it m fair weather?"
Why it does not leak his accustomed haunts, much to the sur- guns ; and iu that case ho sometimes actuBut there are several l.ve lions lu t!ie path then.” .So some
person are always putting oil,
prise of liis gay associates. But wherever ally drives a whole village away. Many
1 >r who are to be the judges never quite ready to do the job. This Is a bad
of tills measure.
he went, he carried with him those words anil many a deserted site may be touud in
to say, with the authoilty of law. i<7mf and way.
which were like a tower of strength to liis the Indian jungles, where the huts are dis.'./.ost books are the proper and only ones to be
soul: “i’ll wait for you, Luke.”
mantled, the temples are empty, the grass
ii.
Bones, and What to Do With Them.
used? The faculties of our Colleges? The S.
One pleasant suushiny morning, late in grows iu the uarrow street, aud the shikarWarthen, who lives at Sandersville, Ga.,
1
Governor and Council ? May we not fear that
near a battle-field, or one of Sherinau's camp- October, as farmer Bilkius was
propping up l ies tell you “it is the tiger !” The murhere, also, our schools may sutler from the sel- lug grounds,) has collected several thousand the
in
liis
front
! derer in the black and yellow suit has takthat
threatgrape-vine
yard,
ilshness ol sect, and the books he ever chang- ; pounds of old horse and cattle bones, and ened to break down with the
ot its eu possession ; and, as likely as not, iu the
weight
to
would like to know how
crush and apply
j
seen sneaking, as now, with the rise and lull of political ; them. He was advised to
pound them iu a luxurious burden, a neat looking cart drove j early morning the brute may be
parties .- Of all existing authorities, if con- rude mortar, made by sinking a caldron In the
from
which Luke Jordan alighted with I iug home from bis hunt, into some village
up,
sistent with their other uulies, we should pre- I earth and suspending a ball of iron, by a spring, a
quick elastic step, quite in contrast with habitation, where lie has made bis den.
When made quite fine he should
fer to see this delicate and difficult matter plac- lor a pestle.
his former easy, leisurely movements.
The man-eating tigers, however, are almix with diluted sulphurie-.icki, In a basin
lu the hands of our .Supreme Judges, us genISo long as
“Good morning, Mr. Bilkius, I under- most always very old beasts.
made of clay,;and compost with dry peat or
tlemen oi culture and tried integrity—repre- loam.
stood that you wauted to buy some butter the beast has his nails aud fangs iu perfec[Hearth and Home.
tubs aud cider barrels.
I think I have tion, aud tils muscles are still stroug aud
senting al! sects, and whose position places
Ct'iiiXG Loader. A rambling but animat- some that will suit
them beyond the taint of political prejudice,
lithe, he lets human creatures alone as much
you.”
ed debate followed on the propriety of cutting
if you create a special commission of one from
“Whose make are they?” asked the old as possible.
Wheu impelled by hunger he
i
doctors
who
attend
the
hay—several
regularly
each county, to be elected by tile people, or to Club
an antelope or buffalo, or
the
he
can
man,
the
from
the
as,
stomopening
upon
teeth,
gate,
throats,
pounce
arguing,
paused by
j
be appointed by legislative or executive author- achs, and entrails of cows and horses, that it wagonat the worst lie iu wait for the village herds,
does no good, but harm rather, to cut and cook
ity, we fear tin evil influences adverted to will
j “Mine,” replied Luke, with an air of par- aud pick up now aud then a goat or a cow.
their food. On the other hand, the tanners
donable pride.
so luflueuce the selection as to make the work
But old age comes upon the “great cat” at
| declared that no lecturing or physiology could
Mr. Bilkius examined them one by one. last, and lie finds the black buck aud wild
induce them to break up their feed-cutters,
imperfect and unsatisfactory.
when they found, by actual ami f requent trial,
5. 0‘IMi'UI.SOItY ATTEN HAMCU.
“They’ll do,” lie said, cooly, as he set cattle too agile lot him. A sharp-set tiger,
The report says: “The State loses do to 60 that fifteen pounds cut are equal to twenty fed down the last of the lot,
“What will ye : it is true, will eat almost anything—from
long.
carrion of the vilest kind to frogs, toads,
per cent, of its braiu power from truancy and
| take for them ?”
“What I asked you for six months ago snakes and lizards ; but such “small deer”
absenteeism," and argues in l'avor oi severer
The Disc Harrow.
A farmer from Sew
do not fill his maw.
His teeth are worn
laws in remedy ol this great-evil.
At present Jersey describes a harrow in which the instru- to-day—your daughter, sir,”
ments that furrow the surface are not a set of
his
The roguish twinkle in the old man’s
our laws are only permissive to those towns
eyes down, his claws are broken and stumpy,
! teeth, but circular plates, that cut sous and broadened into a smile.
hide has grown patched and maugy, the tiwhich choose to adopt compulsory measures
weeds, and at the same time, by the manner in
“You’ve got the right metal in you, after gresses yell at him and beat him off; liis
lu a very limited way—such as
sending habit- which they are set, stir and tarn the soil. He
“Come in, lad—come in. living has become very hard to get, aud he
ual truants to the Reform School, fie. What ; bas used It a year, and finds it quite superior all,” ho cried.
to every other contrivance for surface-tillage. I shouldn’t wonder if we made a trade after hunts alone all night iu vain till the
we want, so far us is consistent with
emptipersonal :; The
front plates can be removed, and it be- all.”
ness of his belly forces him to the chase iu
freedom, is for authority, somewhere, to say i comes a
cultivator, that runs on both sides of
the daytime—a thing which tigei'3 dislike,
JNotliing loth, Luke obeyed.
that these costly opportunities shall not be so a row of potatoes.
“Molly !” brawled Mr. Blinking, tlirust- because the hot ground is painful to their
lost. To us it has always seemed a gross abhis head into the kitchen door.
huge but delicate pads. The sight of some
I he remains of John Wilkes Booth were ing
surdity, a perveislun of reasoning, to compel
Molly tripped out into the entry. The juicy little Hindoo lad passing by with the
taxation for school houses and the support ol transferred from the pine box in which
| round white arms were bared above the el- kino tempts the desperate brute to set aside
schools, while the other part of the contract,— they had been buried to a splendid metalbows and bore traces of the flour she had the natural dread which beasts feel for man.
the proper using of them—is left a
voluntary i lie colltn. Jt was found that the flesh had been
silting. Her dress was a neat ging- He finds that soft brown “lord of the ire.iall
but
a mass
and uncared-for thing.
In all compacts, botli
disappeared, leaving naught
over which was tied a blue checked tiou” easier to kill than a
ham,
goat, and nicer
of blackened bones.
human and Divine, justice demands the
Upon one foot was
proper
From that day forward
apron ; but she looked as lovely us she al- ; to eat than a kid.
an
old
nud
the
other
a
;
of
army shoe,
upon
inltllling
obligations on both sides, is the
he is a confirmed man-eater.
He studies
ways did wherever she was found.
compulsory support of schools, therefore, less a boot cut open upon the top. This coverkibe blushed and smiled as she saw Luke, the
auil customs ot too new
ways
ed
the
prey, till
loft
the
foot,
been
broken
on
leg having
civil rights, than compelling the
trenching
and then, turning her
her father, he knows how to sneak up and pick the
eyes
upon
i in his
fron
the
leap
stage-box of the theatre, waited
other party—the scholars—to fulfill their part
dutifully to hear what he had to say. bird-searer from his muchaun, and when to
after he had assassinated Presideut Lincolu.
by availing thtmselves of them ?
'lhe old man regarded his daughter for a look out for the
tappalwallaw, or the boy
The remainder of his dress consisted of
moment with a quizzical look.
to the temple with chupatties for the
going
a rough brown coat, black
and
pauts
vest,
j
Pitt t>knt Farming. Probably, during u
“Moll, this young
pe- all of which
you’ve priest. The yellow aud black jungle-tyrant
weie rotten aud
riod 01 twenty or
decayed. The seen him before—has man—mayhap
thirty j ears, the prices of all
me a lot of
brought
fiair
regains comparative strength aud lusthood ;
all
larm products will be on the
remained, aud the silken curls of tubs and
average, a just rebarrels, all of his own make—a aud since he has taken to man’s tlcsh, he
lation to the cost ol' production and to the valblack
reminded
one
of
the
handsome
glossy
ue of the land; and It would be dillicult to
right good article, too. He nsks a pretty has no longer the old terror of the human
say i face which
people once so much admired,
ibat for so long a period any one
steep
price for ’em, but if you are willing to race. He is at once horribly bold aud cunleading branch but the
intelligent look was gone. During
would be in tbe main more prolitable man
anit, well and good ; and hark ye, my ning ; he comes to know exactly when he
give
the
afternoon
hundreds
of
When
branch.
other
the prices of any com- [
people visited
whatever bargain you make, your fa- is in real
danger, aud when it is tolerably
modity become excessively high, increased the place, and some were allowed to view girl,
ther will ratify.”
will
soon
safe for him to disregard noises and squealto make them the remains.
vary likely
production
After a short time it was
As Mr. Bilkins said this he considerateexcessively low, and It will be only after a found that the curious
ing, aud pick out his dinner lrom among
crowds had cut the
good deal of loss and mislorluue to farmers |
ly
stepped out of the room, and we will fol- the villagers. The Chiutagoonta tiger is
ttiat they finally gravitate 10 a just medium. blankets almost to pieces to get souvenirs,
low his example. But the kind of
bargain said to have killed already two hundred vicTherefore It should he the aim of every sensi- on tlie arrival of Airs Booth and her sons
the young people made can
be con- tims. There i3 nothing abolutely improbble man to resolve, at the outset, that no ex- Edwin Booth and Junius Brutus
readily
and
j
Booth,
the speedy wedding that follow- able in
jectured
by
cessively high price of a commodity, which is the
this, though a Hindoo’s imaginawill
be
body
secretly interred, in the ed.
uot within the scope of his plan to produce,
tion—always fertile enough—goes wild upshall induce him to ubaudou his adopted course presence of the family, at Baltimore CemLuke Jordan turned his attention to the on the
subject of a man-eater. Aud it is
in the hope of availing himself of the benelits etery, beside the remains of Junius Brutus
study of medicine, of which profession he exceedingly characteristic of such a conwhich must result from high prices.
Booth the senior.
became a useful and influential member; firmed aud
sanguinary old gourmet, that he
but every year, on the
Sure Curb for Cots in Horses.
Take
anniversary of his is hopelessly invisible when the vllagers
The Lewiston Journal relates the clrcumhalf a pint each of vinegar, solt-soup, gin and stances of
marriage, he delights his mother-in-law turn out in search of him in the fashion
a man in Auburn
losing his health
molasses; shake well together, and pour down from
He knows alusmg water which passed through 140 with some specimens of liis handicraft by which we have described.
the animal’s throat while the mixture Is loam- feet ot lead
pipe, aud recoveriug when he dis- which he won what he declares to be the most as much about such an absurd
expedilug
[Hearth and Home.
continued It.
the best and dearest wife in the world.
tion as the villagers themselves ; he mukes
•'
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broke the bedstead up m v hdi
It required the combined
; strength of six men to hold him during his
I struggles, and up to the time of his death
the spasms coutiuued of the most violent
character.
The physicians state that Mr.
Ludlarn was perfectly conscious during the
whole time. Ou one occasion he attempted to swallow some farina broth which was
served to him with a spoon. After a desperate effort to master his iuvoluntary repulsiveness to the liquid he succeeded in
throwing it down his throat after the fashion a persou would throw a glass of water
against a window and immediately exclaimed, “thank God that’s down.” Dr. l'enaoyer, Hutchius and Goodwin are of the same
opinion that the saliva which enters a
wound made by an angered dog is just as
poisonous as that of which is commonly called a mad dog, and that this opinion is uot
founded on theory the death ol Mr. Lodlam seems to be very strong proof.
and
lie

himself carefully aware of the shikarries
here aud there iu the tree-forls. You
posted
AVIiat ft sensation there would be in Engdo
uot by the bleating of a captive goat
land ii the morning papers announced that
tempt the man-eater very easily into the
a murderer and cannibal, dressed in a surWhen
of moonlight, for a pot-shot.
patch
livand
was
coat striped with black
yellow,
the hunters descend, he will breakfast on
ing upon the Richmond road ; that he had one of them, if
opportunity oilers ; and when
already killed and eaten eight or ten score the villagers come out
against him in a regof market gardeners ; and that the price of
iment, he watches their trembling route
had
goue up tweuty
cabbages and turnips
the tangled darkness of a thicket,
of these audacious from
per cent, in consequence
where his wicked body aud fierce eves look,
a
state
such
cannot
We
imagine
ravages !
to any hut a hunter, like a sandbank with
of affairs ; but it exists olteu enough in the
two green glow-worms upon it.
Or, if the
to
Here
cities.
close
large
East, and even
noise and trouble are particularly offensive,
Man-Eating Tigers.

Wifo.

“And so you want to marry my daughter,
young man?” said farmer llilkins, looking
to
| at the
young fellow sharply from head

Despite

-__-

|

at xx certain

one

house,

“Why it’s a riddle,” exclaimed Mr. Fuuuidog, delightedly.

that you will not guess m a
as it is,” observed the professor
confidently. “Come, ladies and gentlej ‘uen, solve the problem.”
"1 see,”-ejaculated Mrs. Housewife.
“Hush ! whisper in
my ear,” cried Fuzzleton, with all the excitement of a child
with a toy. “L)ou t let ’em hear it—'Niece
I by marriage ?’ Siull and nonsense. The
thiug is not any foolish kind of catch at
ail”—and once more he glanced with hostiliy at Funuidog, as much as to say, “such
as he would ask
you.” “Nothing cau be
simpler than my question. 'I’ve got a niece,
that’s ill,’ says one brother.’
‘Thank
he creeps away, belly to the ground, till
Heaven, 1 have not got n niece,’ says the
things are quiet in his own district, aud the
Ho,v can that be?—You all give a
other.
soft, delicious, helpless animal, called “lord
of creation” is off his guard again in the
up? Weil, the invalid was bis daughter.”
“O I see,” said Mrs. Housewife, de.-poudold haunts.
anere must us naruy anu ieaness r-ngingly. “How very stupid in us not to find
it out!”
lish sportsmen within reach of this striped
villain’s lair, and wo trust that one of them
“Yes, indeed, ma’am,” assented there
morseless savant.
“The failure only show s
has long before this time put an exploding
how difficult it is for ordinary min 1? to
shell, or a belted ball, through the brute’s
The Darien Canal.
The
shoulder. The skiu of such a tiger is worth
grasp more thau one id a at a time.
[From the New York Tribune. Feb. lb.]
attention is solely fixed on the ditf rent vanothing—it is always worn and scrubby, iu
If the treaty which Mr. Caleb Cushing rieties of nieces.”
consequence ol the man-outer's old age.
“And also," observed Sir. Aloes (who
The intense gratitude, however, of the vil- has just negotiated with the United States
of ft ship- was much
displeased at bring rias-ed among
lages which are afflicted by such a monster, of Colombia for the construction
makes pursuit of him a sublime “shikar,” canal across the Isthmu3 of Panama is such “ordinary minds”)—“and aim, the aitentiou is naturally distracted from the point
a delightful peril; and we hope that the as we have a right to expect, Mr. Seward
dfiuL as Times will tell us next month that lias achieved a success far ectispiug the at issue by the brutality of the lather rethe Chiutagoonta murderer has expiated his glory of his icebergs and earthquakes. Tue mark. Now, that is in itself a 'catch,’ in
flow a tale like this, where we see project of a caual acros:- the little neck ot my opinion.”
crimes,
a whole country-side domiuated by oue of laud that separates the Atlautlc aud Pacific \
‘Well, sir, I will give you another simple
the carnivora, takes us back to the ages oceaus is nearly three and a half centuries j exercise tor the understanding, that inis no
when man fought—literally “fought”— old. The early Spanish adventurers were ! such distracting clement,” observed the proto perceive the immense advantages fessor
coolly. “A biind beggar had it biothagainst beasts for the supremacy of the quick
The brother died.
The stories of Nimrod aud St. which must follow the cutting away of this er.
What rehitiou
earth!
1
easy ac- were they to one another?
te tell me
George, the myth of Perseus aud Androme- barrier; bow it would give them control
ol that.”
to the wealth of India and
da, the “Dragon of Wautley,” aud the head- cess
both the rich coasts of the two Amer can
“Why, they wore brothers.” exclaim.
money of Egbert for the wolves which used
Barely forty miles of the land the colouel, with ttie rapidttv ot a sm;f!
to ravage Britain, are only a few among continents.
the innumerable evidences of a struggle intervening between the two seas—aud yet boy at the bottom ot bis class, who hopes t.,
for those forty miles the treasure-laden
gain promotiou.
perpetually waged between man and his ri••Mo sir,” answered the professor, regar
val carnassiers tor the kingdom of the world. galleons had to coast along both sides of
Solt, unarmed, without natural clothing, a a great continent aud risk the perils of the iug Thunderbomb with interest, as a si
In the sixteenth century, uitieaut
type or some low order of iuiel.t
“poor forked thing,” as Shakespeare says, stormy cape.
sent two Flemish eugi-1
man has long ago subdued the earth, all, so Philip II. of Spain
geoce, “they were not brotiiers, 01T should
naturalists tell us, because of au “opposa- neers to explore the isthmus for a propel scarcely have asked the question.”
ble linger aud thumb,” and also because ol route; but they encountered insuperable
sit/
“They might be brothers-iu-lavv
Tr
rnrimn to think difficulties ; political reasons also came up gested Fnnuidog.
a ciinscitv for union.
1
J
what might
be the issue if au armv of ti- which rendered the scheme undesirable ;
“Undoubtedly they might be,” replied
O
j'
aud
all the brutes of the jungle aud the canal project was put under ban, Puzzletcu with a piiyiug smile ; ••but they
gers, lious,
could coalesce aud march straight at us, aud death decreed against any one who 1 were uot.”
In the present century
But their should revive it.
careless of death and wounds.
Stop a bit,” observed Mr. Macpher.-toa
fate is sealed—civilization thrusts them per- the plans of the Spanish pioneers have been hurriedly, like one who has uot got his ancaurassed over and over again with redoub- swer
quite ready, but yet does uot wish ;
petually farther and farther from her trout ;
“The blind beggar, you
and wherever man comes, he insists upon led earnestness. The Government of New be anticipated.
Granada has once or twice taken up the say, hail a brother, and the brother diet!.
iudulgiug his carnivorous appetite without
Oue boast is left to the tigers— work ; France and Great Britain have en- j Well, of course, it' one was dead, you
any rival.
tered into it with zeal; aud our owu countbut we cannot eat them !
eat
know, they could not be brothers any lonus,
they
ry has devoted to it extraordinary pains. ger-’’
Mad JJojss.
The surveys of the tangled and dangerous
“The idea is novel,” observed the profesThe apprehension in regard to hydro- forests by our Amercau engineers, several sor gravely,” but you have not hit upon the
of whom lost their lives in lire enterprise,
The fact is, gentlemen aud
phobia that exists in the vicinity oi New from one of the most thrilling chapters in j exact solution.
ladies, a blind beggar can be either male or
York amounts almost to a panic.
Some the
history of modern adventure. Tiic j temale. In this instance she was a female.
cases that have recently occurred give rise task of
selecting a route is uo easy one, nor They were brother and sister.”
to a belief iliat the bite of a dog is liable to will the labor of building the canal be by j
“1 call that a catch,” said Aloes gloomily
Fae i
means so simple as it may seem.
at all eve its. it was au
any
“Well,
with
death
iu
all
the
horeasy on
mankind,
produce
interior of the country is so absolutely un- and
you all missed it,” returned the profesrible accompaniments of hydrophobia, even
known that the surveyor must examine j sor, with
quiet triumph. “Nowl wid give
if the dog bo not mad.
The papers are uearlv
every foot of ground in person ; there you one more example of social arithmetic,
1
seriously discussing the question whether are few records ol previous scientific ex- which shall be in all respects ( ,« n !
Aud though the is a
the race of dogs should not be exterminated ploration to guide him.
simple question in subtraction, and nil
ot lima between tue two oceans is so 1 ask ot
rather than that society should run this risk. strip
you is—since two or three guesscnarrow, it embraces natural obstacles which would arrive at the truth by mere eh:.dilaThe New York Herald has tlie following— it
will require the genius ot superior engi- tion—to write down a
reply on paper. A
Iu l’attersou, N. J., a gentleman named neers to overcome—obstacles so
great that man went to a cobbler’s and bought a pan
McCarthy died on Sunday afternoon from it lias repeatedly been sought to avoid them of boots for sixteen shillings. lle m down
j
the disease caused by a bite he received from
by the choice ot loug and tortuous routes a sovereign, and the cobbler having no
his dog New Year’s day.
List M ml ly a
ot'
Central
America.
through the peninsular
change, sent tor it at a neighboring publicMr. Ludlam died from the same disease, he The
great trouble is this, that right through house, and gave it to him. d.atcr in the
having been bitten by his dog four weeks the isthmus runs the mountain chain, whien day, the landlord ot the ion seat in to ay
previously; and two or three other fatal couueets the great range ot the North- that the sovereign was a bad one, and ,ncases, which cannot now he readily called ern aud Southern I’acitic coasts. To cross stated
upon the cobbler making it if. i,
to mind, have beeu brought to public notice this
range with a ship-canal involves a which he accordingly did.
Mow how much
since the 1st of the mouth.
tremendous system of locks, cuttings, and did the cobbler lose by the whole lrttusav
All the cases referred to, with one excep- enormous tunnels,
high enough aud wide tiou? There is no sort of play upon word.tion, occurring iu the winter, have more for the passage of large ocean vessels ; aud ] or
anything but a common sum in aritliiiu
than corroborated the evidence giveu by locks
require feeders which at high levels tic.”
to
learned
the effect that it is difficult to tiud.
Tliese obstacles, how -\
many
physicians
“Why, it’s the easiest thing in the world,
sultry weather is uo more provocative of ever, are ouly such as money aud persever- ejaculated Housewife. “Ot course, the
hydrophobia than the cold mouths ol Jauu ance can overcome. The work will pay in cobbler lost just”—
The old superstition the
ary or February.
“Ue quiet, sir,” cried Puzzleton very au
loug run ; but can the capital be raised
about dogs going mad only while the dog to
defray the first cost? The .Suez caual is grily. “Write it down, will you, it you can
star rages is felt, therefore, without ground mere child’s
play in eomparisou with a ca- write.
to stand upon.
The case of Mr. Ludlam nal
‘'Scratch a 1 rotessor. and you 'iad a 1 ,i
through Panama or Darien.
is rather a peculiar one, and although it
A canal, however, the interests of the tar,”
You hud belter
whispered Aloes.
may not, like the other instances mentioned, world require, and we cannot doubt lhat j do as he wishes.”
add to the force of the urgumeut against the
!So we all wrote down what we
building of oue is close at hand. Comimagined
hydrophobia as being a disease peculiar to merce between the United Stales aud the to be the loss which the cobbl_-r had sn-t.ima certain season of the year, it
surEastern coasts of Asia, and the islands ol ed, and it was wonderful how
may
prise many who believe that the disease is the great South Sea, is rapidly developing. Jittered within such narrow limits.opinions
produced solely by the bite of what is tech- The traffic between Asia aud Europe, also,
The colouel made him lose two pounds.
nically called a “‘mad’ dog. It appears has been gradually making a highway of
Mr. Aloes made him lose just a pound
that Mr. Ludlam, about four weeks a^o, the American
contiueul, even though the aud tlte boots.
endeavored to punish a little dog he hud for transit involves a double transfer of
Mr. Ftmnidog made him lose just six and
cargo
chasing a favorite chicken about his yaid, from ship to railway, aud from railway thirty shillings.
and the dog not relishing the kicks and cull’s back
Mr. Mucpherson made him lose sixteen
again to ship. It is estimated that
lie received turned upon his master and hit the
saving iu money to the trade of the shillings aud tiie hoots, minus the prom ho
him iu the baud, causing but very slight world
by the opening of this caual will be made on the boots (which, sail the profescuts, from which, however, the blood flowed annually
nearly $50,000,000, aud the sav- sor. it was not necessary to take into cm.
quite freely. The dog, according to the ev- ing to the United States no less than $36,- sideratiou.)
idence oi Mr. Ludlam s family', had given
Mr. isc.de lliil. who was used to jlives
000,000. The saving in distance in the voyuo signs of inaduess before the occurence
age from New York to Calcutta will be 4. i tigating the hills ot extortionate .Swiss laud
alluded to, nor did he show auy after Mr. 000 miles from New York to
;
Melbourne, ; lords, set down the loss with coulideuee at
Ludlam had beeu bitteu, uud they feel coutwelve shillings and the hoots.
3,340, from Shanghai, 9.600.
tideut that the auiraal was uot mad at auy
There are questions concerning the neuMr. Smooth fcimylur, wrote: “lam not
time. Mr. Ludlam, it is said, knew this
trality of the caual in the time of the war i sure, but it seems to me he culv lo«t eieht
fact, but apprehensive and probably super- which have been difficult to settle, and we
shillings besides the boots aud his temper.
stitious as to what might occur to him shall await the
Housewife wrote: “Why, of course he
publication of the text of
should the dog go mad after he had beeu Mr.
Cushing’s treaty with some anxiety to lost the boots aud twenty-four shillings
bitteu, had the creature killed shortly after see how they have been disposed of. All
Mrs. Housewife aud the ladies ha their
receiving his injuries. Iu a few days the civilized nations’ however, seem yearly pens, but declined to commit themselves.
wounds healed up very' nicely and uo
sign more and more anxious to lesson the hor- “They had never been taught," they said,
of auy serious result made itself known un- rors of
“the rule of three.”
war, aud render its burdeus as light
til Friday last, wlieu he was seized with a as
on are all
possible to non-combatants ; aud we doubt
wrong,” said the professot
tit of extreme nervousness, which caused not that au
agreement eau be made with quietly, “as 1 expected you would be. The
him so much misery that he seut for Dr. which the
contracting parties aud the world way to get at the matter is to consider what
Peuuoyer, who was oue of his neighbors. at large will be entirely satisfied.
is gained. The landlord, and the whole
JJr. 1 euuoyer states that oil calling ou Mr.
ot his changing tlie sovereign, mav be
story
The Maine men at Washington are confident!
Ludlain lie perceived no indications of the
taken out of the questiou, since he is neiterrible disease from which his patient af- that Fessenden will go Into the cabinet. Grant
| ther better nor worse for the transaction.
terwards died, but ou paying him a second says he will have no naval or military man
The buyer of the boots gets in exchange
visit, the following morning, he became there.
for his bad sovereign, four shillings and a
convinced that he was suffering from hydroAu Alabamian was lying in bed, one pair of boots, and taut is just wliat the cob
phobia. From the first moment he had fell i
bier loses,”
unwell the patient grew gradually worse, morning, when a l'rieud stepped iu and said :
"Hone had only a room (o one's sell,
“Let it
and seemed to be all the time well aware of “Brown, breakfast is coming on.”
and the wholj day before one to do it in,”
come on,” said Brown, with a look ol defithe cause of his agonies, and even had the
said Mrs Housewife, "l think 1 could an“
ance ;
I’m not afraid of it.”
presence of mind to warn every person who
swer any of these thiugs."
called on him, as well as his family, to
keep
"Very good, ma’am,” said the professor.
A gentleman advertises for a horse “for
away from him, for fear of being bitten. a
of dark color, a good trotter, and ol "Alien answer me this when 1 come to see
lady
Ou Saturday Dr. Peunoyer called in Drs.
A man bought twelve herrings
action !” The horse “must be young,; you next.
Alexander Hutchins and Goodwin, and the stylish
and have a long tail about fifteen 'Panels lor a shilling, some were two-pence apiece,
three gentlemen held a consultation over
some a half
penny, and some a farthing—
Wgh.”
the case, but were unable to do
'”
how many did he buy, of each
anything
price
whatever to lessen the tortures from which
The freedmeu of Georgia are destroying [Portland
Transcript.
the unfortunate victim labored. Chloro- and
stealing farm stocks at such a rate, that
form was used at times, but it seemed to it is feared that neithar cattle or
hogs will The James Cotton Mill, at Xewburyport, is
have no effect on the patient.
The physi-1 be found iu the State in a little while unless
not profitable, mainly oecauso the treasurer
ciaus did all in their power for him, but he it can be stopped.
eauuot produce §28,000 of missing funds.
gradually grew worse and finally so terrible
snow storm ol
were his spasms that
Friday night last, dethey fouud it necessa- j The
Norwich, Conn., boasts or a book-keeper
ry to tie him with sheets upon his bed ; but posited more of the article than all prev- who can write equally well with both bauds at
in his struggles he tore them into ribbons ious ones of the wiuter
ouce.
even
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Tiie Cleveland-George Murder trial at

Bangor.
Bangor, Me.,

Fob. 20.

The trial of Howard A. Cleveland dost 1
this afternoon, tile jury, after an hour's delibe
The
ration, returning a verdict of guilty.
has
prisoner, up to the very close of the trial,
maintained the same stolidity which he has
manifested throughout. Kven when the verdict f guilty was pronounced by the foreman
11 the jury, he showed not the slightest cmo-nin or appearance of disappointment at the
result. When remanded to jail after the jury
had retired to deliberate, speaking of the
fudge’s charge, he remarked with a coarse
guffaw that ‘'the old fellow did well.” .After
hearing tile verdict of the jury and returning
to the jail to await his sentence, he said he
guessed they'd find out in a couple of years
whether he was guilty—time would tell; but
appeared to have no realizing sense of his situation. The case lias been most abiv managed
by the counsel for the government, while the
counsel for the defence did the best possible
The
wifh meagre material at their disposal.
interest in the case has increased from the commencement, the court house being continually
packed to overflowing by an Interested auditory, who kept their seats even after the adj'..ui ninent of the Court, when the jury went
out. confident that they would not be long in
making up their verdict.
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That idea is

a

revival of the auc-ient dogma

justifies the means.” The
sought being party success, any and
all means are justifiable which compass it.
however much of contradiction, recreancy

that

“

the eud

end

shame

or

they

success, and let

principle

go,

cry.
One of the amendments

tion, proposed

“Give

may involve.

and

to

us

has been the
the Constituthe war,

adopted during

is in these words—

spicy department in advertising

Personals of

Herald,

and

is the

paper like the New York
that is daily used by all

a

one

of people for all sorts of purposes.
persual gives a wide scope to the imagination, and conjecture as to who the parties making public such queer ideas can
possibly be : and the subjects take the widest range.
Here, for instance, is one from
sorts

:

Its

Their orders will always receive prompt attention.

politics

a

late number—

envelope,

simplicity.

The

right

of

a

State

to control the mat-

and in the

is to

publish
literally the

it in the paper.
Yet such is
fact.
A gentleman, for in-

of stance, who wishes to
convey a certain hint
allowed by to a lady, whom he has no business to ad-

impolicy

Maim; ITshkriks. Thomas Warren, InspeeGeneral of Pickled Fish, says the Lewiston Journal, has submitted his report of the
number of barrels of mackerel and other pickled lish (not including llsli dried) put up by our
fishermen for the trade in this State from Jan.
lsO-s, to Jan, 1st, 18GU from which we learn
that there were 28,870 barrels of mackerel, and
•1.210 barrels of other llsli inspected during the
year. This dots not include large quantities
I pickled fish sold in small quantities without. packing.
Boothb&y fishing firms furnished
"'.738 barrels of mackerel, Deer Isle 2,310,
i 'f

e

>-

The Railroad Contest.
AuuusTi, Me., i'eb. HU. The great railroad
has ended for the present, the Senate
having refused to grant the prayer of the Somwar

and Kennebec Railroad Company by a
of 15 to 1H. This is a triumph of the
Maine Central, and the friends of the Portland
and Kennebec Railway are greatly disappointed
at the result, but still hope to carry the measure
erset
vote

through the House.

.*

.,

~

.'vm

>.

•.. v.
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ex

a -j

.-v\

-.•■a

opposed
ing
plan, and the very large and enthusiastic meeting of last Thursdav was the result. We believe it was the beginning of a condition of
things and a state of feeling, that will aid very
largely in pushing through the railroad to its
completion, by bringing the votes of all its
friends to the election of city officers, who
mean to complete tiie work that has been
well begun.
Hus correspondent further says
If Democratic wire-pullers succeed in their
iitlie game of coalition, they may cause suf-

adian vessels, although it is their

own

ground.

A Freedmen's Bureau agent, of the "loyalist’
kind, tan aw y from i misiaua with the funds
of the Institution, and is under arrest in Boston.

F.x-Secretary Stanton
serves

has the asthma, which
to remind him of the choking to death

of that innocent woman. Mrs. Surratt.

Sundorlln A Weaver, of Rochester, N

I

have recovered a verdict against a mercantile
agency, of New York, for a report detrimental
to

their credit.
Ik'S'e

is

Seminary,
head,
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The

at

clergyman at tin
patriarchs in the unit)

It imitates the

ut

tier of his handmaidens.

ly

Brownell Female

The church is great
All loyal.

exercised over the url'alr.

A young lady, who is indignant at the type
heavily taxed to benefit the cop- vided luto over three thousand compartments. Here are
graphical errois in her tir»t published poem
the permanent documents of tho State, and at
arranged
connivance
Maim
of
monopoly, by
repreexpresses herself as follows

should be .ui
pe
sentatives.

any
>

Death

Ge.v. Mooue.

it

Gen.

Wyman

B.

ity, distinguished as a Sawyer, and as a iar-se
leg and sagacious business man. He had been
ronin-eli.d vvt!h various important public enter■-

of

course

the laud

prises, and among them that of the railroad oral,

project

>r

Bangor,

of which he was

and contractor.

I'uited S cites Senate, and
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Fremont, with bis bait parted in the middle,
is iomiy lug a i’.t T Railroad at Washington.
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and Nashua Railroads.
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I’d jam his body, fives,
n
bones, anil .-pell it with a d,
n
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two, and will require the widening of that

-ob.,ei[Uenlly Consul

Gen. Mt

the State has pro

olesirous of

meat.
a

in the

was once

anything

appears
ferent plans, either of which, if properly carried out.
will, it is believed, prove ->i the greatest importance to
the whole neighborhood. One is to continue Washing
ton Street from the foot of Corahill to Portland sir «-t
noand the other to continue .t to Hay market Square, t

ginal, whither he had gone for the restoration
oi Ins !:• utii.
He was a mail of tlrst rate abil-

from Waterville to

proposition

tracts much attention,

S. Moore, ol Wa.terv.lle, died last week In Va-

ficient trouble iu our ranks to enable the Journal to report the result of our city election as
a Democratic victory.
Things look that way
now.”
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twenty-nine children under the age of fifteen

stand that Mr. C. 1). rimer, has written an at
feclionate letter to his wile asking her to come
to him in Virginia.
Wo hope that the opinion
of his friends that he was insane is correct and
that he is recovering."

were com-

So they go.
There are favoring avenues
Journal, We don't like tiie rnittod to the county
before the Presidential election, they
prisons ; this year only two hundred
It is ugly in its look, m its j
the construction of that gigantic and beneficent word repudiation.
for the wickedness of the wicked world, es- |
j and eighty-six. are reported in 1SG<>, three hundred and
and
in
its
associations.’•
On
would have gone to the wall in the contest,
the
othmeaning
were reported—thus showing a decrease in two
j work,—which treaty is now before the i;. ,s. er
hand, Brick l’omeroy says “Repudiate! Ke- forty-five
pecially in Xew York, and resorts where Senate lor consideration. And
of one-sixth. This
well for the
well knew.

matter

as

SWKET

S

vs

the Bellas

ipudia e!”

That is his “red hot" platform ail
So the Democratic doctors seem to

the time.

leeches.

supply

The question is whether to stop the
In ei-

of blood, or to kill the leeches.

ther case the

patient

will revive.

If the

of tiie blood suckers, lias any
will try to have it gratified.

us

one

Whig1
choice, we

'»n Wednesday, -7th ult.,
Koisi.v Hlntixc.
party of (Ivu gentlemen of Nevada were on
a r*>r,:n hunt between
Penn Valley ami iJeer
In that locality these birds
creek.
congregate
in immense numbers, and roost
principally
| among the groves of oak. Moonlight nights
! appear the best time to hunt them. The party
of sportsmen from this place had arrived at the
robin roost, and were bagging their game
by
wholesale, when one of them, Mr. John A.
1 .alienster, formely of Belfast, met with an accident that might have proved fatal.
While
| intent in securing robins, one of the men suddenly disappeared from his comrades, falling
down a shaf which was about thirty feet iu
depth. His situation was immediately known,
and long poles were let down, but were not of
length to reach him. One of their
Butler
a
Geii.
hard
tiser
hit.
A
lew days number then went to Rough and
gives
It gives one an ugly sensation to see these
Ready, and
he reminded the House and the country ol ; procuring a rope, returned and the unlucky
little waifs of
advertised and dis- ago
sportsman was pulled out. No bones were brothe fact,—
ken. and only a few slight bruises were sustainposed of like so man y parcels of merchan‘•That in neither ol the three great armies
At the
ed.
his gun was cocked, and of
dise.
But there are plenty of women with- ill the held a: the time of the surrender of the course went time,
down with him, but was not disrebel forces, the armies of Grant, Sherman
out the means of
supporting children, and and Thomas, was there one regular regiment. charged Idle escape of the gentleman from
serious injury may be considered a very fortustill more who are mothers and no wives,” The officers had found sift places elsewhere, and
nate affair.
Notwithstanding the mishap the
the volunteers did the lighting.”
v. ho are
party were highly sueccessfui, securing about
only too glad to find some abiding
I
Upon this the Advertiser says: “Attempts two hundred and titty birds. A great many
place for these incumbrances—and childless 1 to say that either volunteers or die
regular more were killed, but, owing to the darkness
could not be fouud
of pleasure” army sustained the war for the
[California paper.
couples who want “well
Union, have |
about them.
always seemed to us like attempting to say
a

|

be denied or abridged by the United States or
by any State on account of race, color or previous condition of servitude.
Section 2. The Congress shall have power
to iuforce tills article by appropriate legislation.
I his move

created a lever oi

humanity

apprehen-

sion, for fear the party should be injured.
Some wanted it modified by striking out the

office-holding provision, and some wanted
the project abandoned altogether. The extreineists, who

are

springs

the braius and motive

troubles crop out in this col- whether the weights of the pendulum make
power of the party, would hear to no com- j
the clock keep
umn
of
the
tii^ie. But really when it comes
paper sometimes, with prayers
promise. It stuck between the two houses,
to a (juestion who were in ‘soft places' at the
and
the
of
entreaties
for
return
an
absent
however, and a committee of conference
end ol the war, it occurs to us that those reHere is one—
struck out the provision for holding office. person.
gular officers, Grant, Sherman and ThomasAT ONCE. CHARLES WAYS
In that shape it has passed.
were hardly of the number, and that
ThT1 measure ; iQU.SAN—RETURN
arc not pleasant, < r Ills path the path of peace.
7
perhaps
BAXTER STREET.
some leading volunteer officers were.
At least,
is not by any means sure, however.
It has
Here is one that has appeared daily for Lowell was
probably at that time n ‘softer’
yet to run the gauntlet of the Presidential
months past—
j place’ than Appomattox Court House, or the
an
and
hv
three-fourths
the
veto,
acceptance
AM WEI,I.; BIT WE ARE IN AKKI.IO
: frout of Nashville.”
tion. and I long lor you that we may comfort one
Legislatures. The veto will be easily gotDomestic

Dot)—IThere

another.

Is

a

letter tor Dod at the Post office,

MA.
But,
public sentiment lias I New York.
There is no mistake about the genuine
it
will
he‘defeated
the
by
greatly changed,
affection and solicitude that inspires this.
And this will be dime, quite as
State.
If Dod is in the land of the living, that apmuch from apprehension at the continual
to be heeded.
tinkering of the Constitution, and invasion peal ought
And
so the world wags on, and the
daily
of the rights of the States, as from a re; columns teem with the record of its cares,
in
the
west
and
to
negro equality
pugnance
its joys, its sorrows and its sins.
border States, and a determination not to

ten over.

unless

.....

admit the Asiatic hordes
the Pacific slope.

to

the ballot,

on

(sufficient

1

Hktrihution.

During the late war, a radiquarrel with the editor of
a Democratic
paper at Dayton, Ohio, whom he
knew to be unarmed, drew a pistol and deliberately shot him dead in the street. There was a
farce of a trial, and the ruffian was acquitted.
The whole blood-thirsty pack of the region
; thought they had done a smar* .mg, and were
safe from harm.
Presently one ■;! the jury was
himself killed in a quarrel. Another one died
cal rufllan picked

a

The Tenure of Office law continues unre- a drunkard's death. Another went crazy. Anpealed, and the radicals of Congress are going other committed suicide. And Anally every one
Velocipedes. We understand that W. P. to keep it intact until Grant shows his hand. of the jury has experienced some calamity—
Sargent & Co. and John P. Whittier, of Boston, There is trouble brewing. Grant told a party either ol death, or something that makes life a
have bought the exclusive right to manufac- of Pennsylvania politicians, who called upon living death—and the judge who presided at
ture two-wheeled velocipedes in the States of him to make suggestions regarding his cabinet, the trial died iu a lunatic asylum. Truly there
New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts, in behalf of the republicans of that State, that is a God of retribution.
except in New Bedford, and are prepared to
he was not u party President, although a partake orders for any numoer wanted, from one
Why is a watch dog larger at night than he
If all slgus don’t fall, there is In
elected him.”
ty
the morning?
to one hundred, or more.
Uecause he is it uut at
See advertisement
Is a lively time ahead
In another column.
night, and taken in iu the morning

The triclinia lever, which prevailed in
New "1 ork to such a fearful extent a few
years ago, has again broken out afresh,
and so far with equally fatal results. After
a careful scieutitio
investigation into the
causes of this dreadful
malady, the savants
traced it generally to rats, from which
hogs
receive
by feeding on them iu sewers
and elsewhere, and these iu turn
impart it
to the human
beings who eat largely of the
pork. When these auimacula get into the
human body and effect a lodgment, the case
is hopeless.
It was proved by this investigation that boiling is the surest and most
effectual method of
destroying trichina iu
ideal.
Last week seven hoarders in a German
boarding ltou.se iu Carlisle street sickened with this malady, and were taken to
hospitals. Two of them died a day or two
ago at the New \ork Hospital, and a piece
ol flesh taken from the arm of one of the
men while he was alive, when
placed upon
the microscope revealed millions of these
little creatures.
It is also reported that
setetal other deaths have occurred trom the
same cause, iu different
parts of the city.

certainly speaks
good influence of reform schools and other tg.-nciesfor
after
children.
looking
neglected

years

The Maine Parmer says :ha‘ Mrs. J. L. Clapham of Carmel, has, during the last live au
The Uevere House, so long and ;
ra- 1
known :o ;
minus, woven :n an old-fashioned loom, thro
travellers from all parts of the country •- about to nuke ; i/.t K.su.-id
yiii-ds id' cloth; and this beside super
a change In its proprietorship: the
1.i Mr. Bing
intending the housework incident to a large
ham, who retires on account ol In health, t b. filled by ; family
Mr. Gardner Wetherbec, for many >cars count ft
w
h
i
A patent “.snoring p.cv utauve” has been
the Fifth Avenue Hotel, in New Ywrk.
a.
is t•
I'h
It on- sis hi ihc application ol
for
be newly furnished, and its third stuiy alti red in:t. ?uit.- applied
a clothes pin to the nose.
ot apartments to
meet the
;
modern
requirements
The schooner, Augusta M Holt, iroiu Ban
j travel. It is now twenty-two years since this hut:, naopened by bul. Stevens, and it immediately' took its rank gor. Dec \ f.,[
Martinique, was wrecked on
| among the first houses ot the country. Many foreign the 11 lh, in a severe
gale. Tim crew remained
am1 domestic celebrities have “put up” within its pn
the house until Jan. UMh, when 'hey wen
chiefs, the youthful II. it. H. of Unglund, among them, Ion
and Webster. Chase, Hanks, Douglas, JScward, Andrew (taken off by the hark Azelia, and landed at
Butler, .Sherman, Sheridan, and many others have tub Gibraltar,
l'hey suffered intensely from him
dressed crowds from its balcony. Thousands from all
j
ger and cold.
j sections of the Union have been its patrons, or guests at
Gen. Grant has called on B n. Butler.
No
the many elegant dinners, public and private, whies.
l b. newci
refreshments ucic offered, because a bottle
I have been given in its halls and parlors,

disagree.
Bangor Whig,
I
i
Only respecting the treatment. We all con|
I less the country's disorder to be a severe case
| of Black Vomit, aggravated by the presence of

I

situation.”

a

m.

n.

IJ1011

The Radical papers are actively “buzzing”
General Butler, in a way-that shows they
would like to “get him out of the iamily.”
lie is like Mrs. Gamp’s boarder, who was “a
large eater but poor payer,” and iu a financial view, a heavy drawback on the prosperity of the establishment. zKsop says
the rabbits once invited a polecat to make
his quarters in their burrow, as an additional means of security against their enemies ;
hut they soou discovered iuliis exceptionable
habits and manners a greater source of discomfort thau their lormcr fears—and suggested that his “room was better than his
company.” In no wise discomposed, lie
hinted iu return that he was very satisfactory company to himself, that the alternative ot “moving out” rested
entirely with
the rabbits, and proceeded to vindicate his
opinion in a manner so conclusive that lie
soou had the burrow to himself.
The moral is apparent; be careful iu the selection cf
your guests—for some of them are very hard
to get rid of.
Butler is “master of the

watT

>

—

is elected Mayor. The vote stands Putnam 2207; Drummond 2077; majority one hunilred and thirty against last year. Putnam 2277 ;
McLelian 2437; Deering, temperance candidate, 179. The Democrats have carried Wards
I, 2, lour and 7, and the Republicans 3, 5 and C,
excepting that in ward G the Democrats took
Geo. A. Wright, one of the Republican candidates for Council, and with Republican help,
elected him Alderman over Fred N. Dow, son
of Gen. Neal Dow.

..

•*

those who deThey willfully
I
they very
the cakes and ale of indulgence may bo had. sire solid information on the
great subject, will
lied to the people of the country in declarXow here is something in u different j find it, better than anywhere else, we think, in
ing that the northern States should not be
the article 'Inter-ocean Canal Route, with map,'
vein—
molested in their right to fix the qualificain Putnam’s Magazine for March, page 320.
EVES,
Love lies coffined evermore.
Portland, 17,472, Belfast, 375, Camden, 1,C17, tions of voters, and to regulate the whole
We have read it with great pleasure and profit.
Mav ?5, 1SG7—February
18(51'.
niLhpurt, 1,310, Only 1,535 barrels of inen- matter, as
LONELINESS.
It is tiie substance of the Official Report of the
they always had.
iulcii, 2,112 of herring, 32 of napes and fins,
i hat’s a genuine case of two dissevered distinguished French engineer, la.charme, who
But no sooner is Grant elected, and their
of longues aud sounds, 83 of haddock, 79 of
d and 277 of shad were inspected.
and
continued ascendancy in Congress made
bleeding hearts—and they’ve got it bad, surveyed tin* route, two or three years ago, lotoo.
lint if Sweet Eyes and Loneliness cating it ou a map which accompanies the arsure, than the cloven feet is shown, and a
At the annual meeting of the Maine Central
ticle, thus adding greatly to its value for the
don’t
get together, and puli love out of his
of the Constitution began, which
Railroad, holdeu at Waterville, the following tinkering
genera! reader, He reports the route—an en.:
nileinen were elected Directors: R. B Dunn, shall be made to declare that the
question coffin, we are mistaken.
tirely new one louna oy mm—as vastly more
II. Drummond, Geo. L, Ward, F. W. Ilill,
The baby business is carried on to a con- feasible than had ever been
•!
expected: the highpropJ. W. Palmer, A. D. Lockwood and A. P. of suffrage in the loyal States does n
siderabl ■ extent in the Personals.
Morrill. Subsequently XL B. Dunn was elected
to the people.
People est elevation above die sea level being only
belong
erly
It
President, and J. II. Drummond, Clerk.
17S feet,—the whole distance about .70 miles,—
Accordingly the radical leaders of Con- can be furnished with a ready made family
was decided to issue bonds to the amount ol
natural rivers most of the wav,—a salubrious
at
the
shortest
two millions of dollars bearing seven per cent,
such
dinotice, by following
gress, after a long incubation, hatched out
climate, and exe-llent materials in abundance
interest, lor Hie purpose of building the road
this joint resolution providing for an amend- rections as these
from Danville Junction to Portland aud providOil the spot lor its construction.
IIow fortu\ DOBTION. A FINE, HEAt.Ill V, NEW BOKN
ing lor maturing bonds. It was also voted to ment of the Constitution—
J.X. m do infant. Call at Dr. GRINDLE’S office. No. 6 nate a route and results of e xplof alion, comuli cribe seventy thousand dollars to the capinear
Amity street.
Be it resolved, &c., two-thirds of both houses Amity place,
pared with the unhappy expedition, a few years
ta! sto"k of the Somerset Railroad.
A Dol»TI ‘)N—aT PRETTY, HEALTHY FKconcurring, That the following amendment to
mah infant of seven weeks old. Apply at 10? ave- ago, for a similar object, of Lieut. Siraiu, nearthe Constitution of the United Stated be subnue A, between Eleventh and Twelfth streets, third
floor, ly all of whose company d.ed the most horrimitted to the Legislatures of the several States, front room.
The Municipal Election in Portland.
ble deaths from hardship and starvation.
and when ratified by three-fourths thereof it
WISH TO ADOPT IMMEDIATELY A MALE
Portland, March 1.
shall be a part of said Constitution.
infant, not more ihan two weeks old; dark eyes and
Uie Democrats have carried Portland for
Article 15. The right of citizens of the loir. Gall at IP* Charles street, between Washington and
iiieo.d Radical Boston AdverHard illr.
the first time since 1800, and William L. PutUnited States to vote and hold office shall not West.
nam

of

nn
thing. The con- crat after the sti'aightest sect, ana riant/ to his is the longest, and will afford new am! desir.d
i. r.s
Shoe miiuniacturltt i.- remarkably lively at
of going to and from the Maine and Firri.l-urg,
‘akes part
faith,
good
with
even
’■oth
more
in
adversiii'iral.
tenacity
Even dress, and to whom he could not convethe radical
Lowell and Eastern depots. The pr-.-pre tor* of th--s
Atilitt rn.
in this movement, as a citizen of Belfast, and
the com
ty than in prosperity. A man ol'warm and gen- groat railroads are said to be entir-dv in favor
this- amendment was so distasteful that it niently scud a uote, puts a personal adverThe Maine Central last v .it eat tied tjkMd.-t 13
not as a party man.
He will app!y to candi- erous
nc and some
to injure or oppress the inuo- teuiplated extension, some preferring one
impulse.-,
was forced through two-thirds of the Leg- tisement in the Herald.
Of course the lady dates only this test—Are they zealous and trustover expense-.
of real service
will
also
be
the
other.
And
tie
.mug
ceui was
immediatuiy array him against the
to the horse railroad companies, especially it the longest
islatures only with the greatest difficulty, may read the daily papers, aud therein, worthy railroad men ? We concede that the
At Swan Island, opposlie. Bichmond, several
He knew uj shadow of turning
oppressor.
line be adopted, as in that case the horse cars could b
hundred tons of lee have been slacked and auis
when
the
lines
are
Republican,
party
and South Carolina, at till other times out even in her husband’s presence, she is in- city
where he had once pledged his faith.
Sincere run the entire
to
Charlesstreet,
length of Washington
to be covered with brush and hny till shipped
But we trust that among the Demo- and
of the Lnion, by radical count, had to be formed when, where aud how she may see drawn.
outspoken in his opinions, his future course ton bridge, branching oil at will upon the several cross all the ice houses being tuil.
crats iu the different wards may be found some was never in doubt in matters
f
tie
ruilw.i.
involving tide li- streets leading from the left to each
considered as in, to accomplish this purpose. one whom site lias uo business to see. Of
The Bath Traveller discov. is that Infidelity
who will be thought worthy to serve in the city
In his death the public mourn
There seems to be much less suffering an 1 d< stitnti>
ly to principle.
as
an
afterwards
Is spreading i>. Mas-acl'.n-- its
Soon
this class are such as these—
negro suffrage,
If
we
frmthe
be
in
so,
this
than
list,
to
Boston
hope they may
government.
year
judge
pi t the loss of an honest, earnest, sincere am: patA paralytic uiu:. ii
amendment to the State Constitutions, was "\TT1LI, Tilt; I.ADY ADDItESSKD BY GENTLE- in nomination by the Citizen.,’ Ward Caucuses,
ins: tution
amount of soup given out b\ tl*o bmu-'
Newbnrg. N. V tva.s
Peace to his ashes.
riotic cltwen.
man yesterday at Giamercy Park as Miss U., of
W
ith :'i- nourishing and struck
which supplies poor p• >} 1
or appoint an interview?
Address ancl elected.
But
in
that
defeated
several
by lightning, and is now recovering.
we
shall
Albany,
correspond
claim such a
strong Admirer, box K'i Herald office.
overwhelmingly
k« iiteMhc -pen
F-..: tour
desirable article oi food.
vVm.i. Done, Poiut.anii !
the very handThe agency In Lewiston comforts the sick
republican States. It was evidently so ob- il /ALL AC K ’S DRESS C IRC LE, F RIDAY EVE- result as a Democratic victory, i> an invent;
p. rs
log of the free soup horns.** in
.1 shallow-pated fool, ami u
of
:-ome
achieved
our
be
on
Fifth
between
I'ourwith •■s.suoo worth ol iiip.i >r» annually.
Democratic
worthy
only
Please
r •turns lurmsl
>V ning.
victory
by
p.
avenue,
supplied with soup, while the numb-,
noxious that, though desiring to do so. the tc-rnth
an-.i l wontv-third streets, to-day 'Tuesday), at 1
sent year wa.pie tool of the anti-railroad lutei,L.-t a!i friends in Poillam.1 is a gratifying surprise, j ed during tin first four werfs ot the
l'i„- Aroostook farmers arc getting short of
radicals did not dare incorporate universal o'clock.
a decrease by ?>': .". v, «>t the nund». r
j
1 hey say there Isn't much ‘heart” to the
TirTu t hITlady at n"iblo’s76x"mont^Ty friends of tin; road come up to the suppor. of air. i itmm, the Democratic Mayor elect, is a only 3«,057, showing
hay.
i'h is nmy be owing partially to
of destitute applicants,
fV evening, bit good enough to address the gentle- the citizens’ ticket, without regard to tiie w'.sit- legal gi i: leman ui tine acquirements and
negro suffrage into the platform at the
fodder this year.
great | the mildness of the season, partly to other causes. Ti.
man who sat next to her and whose efforts at an acquaintGrant convention, but passed till- twaddling ance she was so kind as not altogether to ignoie. Direct es of its enemies in Belfast or Bangor.
popularity. Tin: Democrats, having four of can be no question bat that this public benevolence is
They are making steel-laced rails lot tall
to P. G. Dalrymple, New York Post office ?
the seven Wards, control the city government. one of ihe most charitable and praiseworthy ot the many roads hi Portland.
and Janus-faced resolution—
Isthmus
of
Panama
FEBRUARY
15.—WILL
iUl.'
Canal.
E., MONDAY,
The highhanded proceedings of the radical of- which lire city provides. A walk into some ot the poorrue guarantee by Congress ol equal sullrage
JILcommunicate confidentially with T. II. Jr., No. The public d again
One of the powder mills at Gorham blew up
turning Its uttemioato iicials in cramming the ramrod law down the est streets and a mere glance at the wretched abodes of
to all loyal men at the South was demanded by 1411V
| poverty seen there, are convincing proofs of wliat such recently. One man had his leg broken.
ERALD
BLEEKER Sl'IlEET the magnificent project of uniting the two throats of the
PERSONALS.
every consideration of public safety, of gratipeople there, has contributed 1 a charity is worth to the denizens of these destitute
j
car. Please meet me at Sixth avenue and Twenty
tude, and of justice, ami must be maintained;
The Cuban war affects uniavorabiy the hoop
oceans by a ship canal across the’Panarna istht .ird street at noou to-day ^Thursday).
! much to tiie result. Henceforth Portland is a houses. If, however, the general destitution seems to
whilethe question of suffrage in all the loyal States
trade.
on; government sent an able
mus.
pole
Recently
be
there
is
also
an
in
another
direc!JE
1
T11ERE
AT
TIME
AND
‘LACE7
less,
Democratic city
improvement
properly belunys to the people of thus: States.
j
tion equally desirable.
Last year three hundred and
The Itbeklaud Patriot .-ay“We underagent, Hon. Caleb Cushing, to negotiate a treaty
Had tiie radicals shown their hand in this

things
members of Congress.

studied them,
i tel! you fraukly that my interest in your action thereon is partly seliisli;
for my soul is weary of these incessant appeals
for “something to do," or. that failing, for alms.
There must, there will be beggars; but need
you lie beggars? Even if you must, I wish it
were in your hearts to stay where
beggars are
t so enormously superabundant as here.
1
of mi respond
rudely, harshly, to their solicitations, because I cannot help it. Worn out by
appeals to which I am utterly unable to respond—denied opportuity to earn my own
bread by this endless procession of beggars—
1 often speak more roughly than I should, bemuse my patience is
utterly exhausted. 1 am
1, it. as poor as Lazarus, still less am 1 as rich
as Dives; but I
fully sympathize with the lat<-r in so far as he is represented as
wishing in
Hades to send a messenger to his brethren still
*iii
earth, to entreat them not to “come into
this torment.”
More favored than he, ray
prayer is not refused; and tills is my message
to my brethren.

"•

»

■ >

Disguised

distinctly

Country friends, especially young men. I
give you facts as ) have long observed and

I'ebruaix

now over.

j

Mu. Simpson, Sir: Can you inform your read- Allen, and the other Whig lawyers of
ini: lady with golden’ hair, who
twenty-five years
B. 1‘. Field and ab-mt a dozen others! And
?V
ers why our 11
r:. Jim Blaine
recognized a gentleman in a Broadway car on Sat- ken,
dodged the vote ago took the ground that a reduction wouid be uneoustiurday, and again on Fifth avenue, near Fiftieth street, the leading Democrats have bamboozled these on. the Copper Bill? Were the iiouors of the
tutional, and another gentleman remembered how Judge
on Sunday, address Discretion, Herald office?
men into an arrangement to make Speaker'.-, chair of more account than tile inShaw refused to take his pay ;;om toe treasur;- after the
It’ the golden-haired lady is so inclined, she unsuspecting
Belfast a Democratic city ! And they will sue- | terests of our State?
salary was reduced by the Legislature of IS 13. An atDemocrat.
Vor.rs,
sends a note to (he Herald office, where a
tempt will be made to revive the bill, but it is considered
cecd, uules.i these few Republicans are put
Well, we apprehend that Jeems, in counting it such is the case that the -jn-•-1ion ot induction will asis
and
to
Discreof
and
far-seeuuder
the
shrewd
delivery
kept,
responds
guardianship
noses in Congress found some ol copper, from suredly have to come up, ev< .dually.
tion, which may be an indiscretion. What ing Quidam''!
The Senators have “snubbed etlVetuailv several g ntle.Michigan, that must be conciliated. So there
As a matter of fact, this movement, to our
tuen who signified their desii .* that egg-* should be sold
follows belongs to the realm of conjecture.
were others, (rom copper consuming districts,
certain knowledge, originated with leading ReThey discussed the
by weight instead of by t:.. 1 »/.-u
It may be matrmony, or it may not.
Tin m ist convenithat must not be oiTeuded.
ler.vewr. the important
proposition briefly. ,le.i\ mg
railroad
publicans,
men, who saw the advanThe position of the feature of the*idea, the rig..;- ms
ent way was to dodge.
u
The art of concealment is one not always
=1 the liens
tage tha: would result to that interest from an
at this radical innovation n
u ail their old
stablished
understood, especially of secret correspond- unanimous expression of the voters in favor oi ! gentleman reminds us of tile detector's descrip- custom.- and then wisely .included that no
R-gi-d?»! imi
tion of a counterfeit bill—•• It has the picture
was necessary.
ence.
Poe has a story of a personage in a set of officers selected from among the most
oi a female, sitting on -Vk/i sei- .s of a shield"!
One advantage, among the man;-t .t- 11
f ti
France, possessed of great cunning, into earnest railroad men in the city. It would be This in-eiby very properly comes from Bath, improvements,
is the securing of a : .cm mu’ i.-r.tly light
whose hands came a document comprom- taken as evidence that tiie divisions heretofore
and capacious to sen e
a State-docum. nt -o »:n.
Thirupon whose ship-builders and owners the inls located in the basement ot the extcu.--.ou on Mount
existing among our citizens on this question creased cosf •■! copper for
a
certain
in
aud
sheathThe
boiling
ising
person
high position.
Vernon Street, and is in charge of a geutleman wlm-o
were harmonized, and that aU were working
ing will full heavily. Perhaps i* may stir some methodical habits make him the best of custodians. 1 h.
secret police undertook to recover the pacause.
The
in
the
Democrats
excepttogether
of .hem to enquire why our local interests shelves an- enclosed with a neat railing, amt subdiIn the absence of the owner, they
to the road, assented to the
per.
those

Representatives shall he apportioned among
the several States according to their respective
numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxhis cellar floor, searched the furniBut when the right to vote at any election dug up
ed.
for the choice of electors for President and ture, aud probed the beds.
as
Vice-President of the United States, representtwice
halted
aud
searchatives in Congress, the executive and judicial highwaymeu, they
All
officers of a S'ate. or the members of the leg- ed him at uight—and gave up the job.
islature thereof, is denied to any of the male
the time the document was before their
inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one
stuck in a rack
years of age, and citizens of the United States, eyes, in an old
or in any way abridged, except for participaover
the
mantle
Acute cunning
piece!
tion in rebellion or other crime, the basis of
representation therein shall be reduced in the was toiled by the cunning ot
proportion which the number of such male cit- So it would not at first
appear that the best
izens shall bear to the whole number of male
citizens twenty-one years of age in such State. way to carry ou one's secret correspondence

set forth,
ter is here
Horaci: Gruki.ky : ro.v Bkggars.
Mr.
the amendment the
debate
upon
in
an
article iu the Independent, reGreeley,
iterates his oft given advice to country people
was
any other state of
to keep away from the cities, and winds up as

follows:

how near!;, his reign is
should remain true to itfon, and

Letter from Boston

ancient character
meeting at Pierces’ Hall, on Thursday, ;
Correspond**nee of ^he Journ .l.
month, with, the sign of the li-hrs for its emblem. For
wa. very large.
was
William'’Pitcher, Esq.,
what saitli the gentle Spencer?
j
Official iaiuriei- The frtiite* Blouie—
caiied to the chair, and William T. Colburn i
Ihon came cold February, sitting
Alterations ISotton < harUien llevero
lu an old wu-du, lor lie could no: iid«
iu
the citizens’ movement for our spring chosen Secretary. .The
nest,
lIoQHe-W ashingto!i <t Kirt!i Duj The
meeting was addressPrunin' ot two fishes, tor the sei-on fitting,
election. The Whig, intent of course on for- | ed by Judge Dickerson, who said that if it had
Weather.
\\ hi eh through the ll >od In lore 'ill
softly slide,
And swim away.”
Boston. Feb. 2.'. isf.9.
warding the interests of Bangor, and of her been caiied as a party caucus, lie should have
I
A bill to increase thesalar.es of the .Ja art ot th. So
-prings and streams, so our rural friends dcclaie,
Piscataquis road, which points toward the same kept aloof—but being a meeting in aid of the preme Court has been before the 1! ii>e of Ib
up to the lull height, and the trout and pickerel are
prcs* i.taregion that we are striving to reach, is only railroad enterprise, he heartily endorsed it. tives, but the manner in which it was received indicates
lively in tiieir v. inter haunts, ready lor the tlynnd
t'.i angler. It is peculiarly appropriate now to
too happy to forward the wishes of the bitter lie spoke at some length in explanation of the that the legal dignitaries wid haw t bear their gri*
r*
iv.'
tb.e lengthening d tvs, for our .Saxon ancestoi
1 ci
enemies of our enterprise that we unfortunate- existing state of things, and read a printed re- ances for another year, unless there is
of opinion in many minds.
matli the significance of this change represent their word
The bill
!c i : tome dihave
the
the
aud
President of the Hoad, showing the cuss
ly
port by
Buugor organ
among us. Thus
ion in regard to the salaries paid
I nut’ ntii.li'. so named Ir >m tin- lengthening
tire Mate, and tor spii
the Belfast turncoat work harmoniously togeth- operations and expenditures to date. This re- some
of the da.was tin' Saxon word for spring, aid from it
ms for
glaring incongruities in the r* iat:-. ;-o
er to defeat our enterprise, aud deprive tins port was distributed
;r fimiliur word. I.r ut, is derived.
Let us nls> accept
among the audience. services have been discovered. While tie 5b.>■ or of 1!
th old superstition that “a cloudy beginning in Februa
A
.0 per
city of what rightfully belongs to her. This cor- Mayor llayford also addressed the meeting, ton receives the same salary the ( ,v*,
treasurer and auditor of
\. \ are paid ry, foretells
peasant ending in October.’’
respondent, who D as full of lies as a dog is of going fully into the history of the movement, annum,—the
$5000 and $4500. and tire treasurer and auditor .>f 11.
the obstacles, its progress, ie.
II m. Nehe- Slate
fleas, says—
only $3500 and $2500 respectively. Tii < r- -..i.e;
GENERALITIES.
“The Democrats have just played a shrewd miah Abbot spoke once or twice in a fault find- tor of Boston receives
and rue
torn.-- -gen
only .*j
but
to
it
whether they will be able
trick,
carry
The city ( !*rk t B .-ton is
ing way. W. II. Simpson made rem arks, ad- eralof the State but
l'he contractor ou the Knox and Lincoln
out successfully remains to be seen.
Foreseet State ..nSv
the forwarding of the enterprise by to be paid $4500 this year, and the Seer. It
Railroad lias found tin "bottomless pit," near
ing their certain defeat in the municipal elec- vocating
$2500, the former having wotk enough for 'lir
-ier..tion upon a regular party vote, they have en- united .action, and prophesying a successful and the latter
Nequusset l’ond. He dowtdled together pile
dozen. In
employment for more
si pde. so securely tastened as to prevent their
deavored to insure success by seizing upon future.
W. T. Colburn, Esq., who was the
Boston, the Superintendent of Health, r 11 superintendmm iner. and drove !o the unprecedented depth
the railroad watchword and attempting to Democrat ic candidate
for Mayor last year, then ent of lamps, and the Chief Engineer,
d
each j
r ltd feet, when
darkness suspended his opcarry their ends by working ostensibly lor the aaaoved
that Axel llayford, E^q., Da declared, salary t\4ual to that of tin* Secretary of Stat- nd th* Au- eration
be intends to reach
railroad enterprise. A call was published, signNevertheless,
while
the
ditor,
wers and
Superintendent d
bottom.
ed by leading Democrats aud a few Republicans,' by acclamation, the nominee for Mayor for the
.-non
p
an annual
puuuc tmu-uag-'.
appointing a citizens’ caucus, which was held ensuing year—which was carried. Provision ceeds by $500 tint of tin :
.-rate oflici ;U aiacd.
i
Henry Ward Beecher is getting better.
last night, which was engineered by the Demo- was then made for
the
of
Ward
Cauof l'robate and Insoiv-ur.. in Suffolk County re'
holding
1
Judge
crats.
ward
Atnerii-tn
Mayor Ilayford was re-nominated,
tlshiug vessels, is Is said, are enand the meeting adjourned,
it was a reives $3000 per annum, while hi.-? bra area in Mi; I.caucuses called, and some ward officers nom- cuses,
croaching on Canadian waters, as many as titty
an equality with the Audecided success, and created great enthusiasm. and some other counties are
inated.”
ditor and Secretary ot State in the salary dcp.;;taunt. or sixty ot them being engaged in herring llsh
due cail alluded to is signed by such obscure ,
One ol the chief points urged against the biil \\;is that it
The Deer Island
ing in Hie Bay ot Bundy.
A Question.
few Republicans as A. D. Beau, l’lii'.o Kerwould be impossible to ever tedu-? the -alary again St it
harbors are crowded so lull oi American ships
were once raised. So one member related how Dexter,
Bath, I-'eb 29, 1869.
sey, Id. H. Forbes, S. G. Tburlow, S. L Milliand nets that there is hardly room for the Can-
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AI. Pkta'KXoill u; Co., 0 State St., Boston, and
lot
3“ Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
jfcs-S. K Niles, No. Seoilay s Building, Court btreet,
for this
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
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1

an

the

over

Tho Citizens’ Caucus.

A correspondent of the Bangor Whig, writing from this city, in the interest of the amirailroad clique, discovers a wonderful mare’s

s

Tin. Tartu on Salt. The heavy tariff ou The Suffrage Amendment to the Coni-' getting to be exceedingly onerous to the
stitution.
:Abiug interest, and it is very evident that
must
soon
be
to
done
check
the
the Radicals ou the sufof
The
course
something
monopoly, which not contented with its presthe
ot
negro, since that ebony indiort exorbitant profits, has petitioned Congress
in the
r a still further increase of tariff.
This mat- vidual was first thrust iuto
ter-hould receive the imrae.diate attention of
a treedmau, has beeu curiously
ot
>nr Board ol Trade, and Congress be petitiou- shape
'. to reduce the duty at ouce, instead of inidea of the party.
ot the
The salt works at Syracuse have increased
their capital of 8100,000 to 84,000,000 by their
rods, and not content with this, now ask for
further increase of tariff'. This appears to
to be rather overdoing the business, and
piompt efforts should be made to nip it in the
ud > re the monopoly assumes still more giganproportions. While we would strenuously
advocate the protection of home industry and
manufactures against those of foreign coun: ies, yet there is reason In all things, and when
hi Using of a high tariff is called for in order
'.n give interested parties an opportunity to
urge just such prices as they may choose for
:..i article of such uecessitv as is salt, then we
ay teach them a lessou it need be, by giving
:
reigners a chance for healthy competition,
flm merchants of Baltimore are moving in the
matter, and thirty-one lirms have petitioned
i'
ujgress to reduce the tariff on salt. Let the
ii-hing (inns of Gloucester follow suit.
A gentleman versed in such matters, has
furnished us the following comparative rate of
tariff'on this article since 1841. In 1852 a duty
.if
cents per cwt. in bulk was imposed; in
1*40 il was made 20 per cent, ad valorem, equal
to if' mu 2 cents per bushel.
In 1857 it was reduced to 15 per cent., or about 1 1-2 cents per
bu he!; in March. 1861. it was increased to 4
emits per bushel: in August, 1801, to 12 cents,
and in Juiy, 1803, to 18 cents per 100 pounds.
As salt ranges from 50 to 85 pounds to the
bushel, this duty is about 170 per cent, ad roct m. Syracuse asks fur a still further increase
to al cents per 100 pounds.
[Cape Ann Advertiser.
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recommend that our readers should every
week carefully peruse the column that is
headed be the benevolent countenance of
Hiss Sawyer, with her readiness to salve
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hotels may possess some advantages
but its reputation is, as it has always
and the

preeminent part

over

this

‘i.

.!■

firm,

be<n,ot the highc-f,

if has taken in the

m:.

mb.

ami

I entertainment of celebrities >f every “kindred, tougu<
and nation’ invest it with somewhat "I hi-tnricai valm

j and intt rest.
birthday of tiu- immortal
memory ami whose pies alike are
The

(.
so

Washington,

Would have been sogg. stive of the "bottled

j

u

|.i‘

affair.
i'!u-

j has

iody ol Who, the Audcrsonvbi., |aiIoi
giveu up to his friends, but us tin

been

do, tors have got his head in a museum, what
tile friends received was hardly worth taking

whose

unblemished in their

The turilfand tax upon the material entering
customary maninto tin construction of vessels in
n
Maine, this
strange and
year (from $;i to $ 10 pm ton wiil amount to
necessary hours during the day, which w.is quite general
more
tin
than
taxation
whole
,,f the State.
ly observed as a holiday. The annual reception given by
Mrs. Harrison dray Otis upon this nuniversat, occurred
By tlie withdrawal of his competitor, Dawes
as usual, at iter own house between the it ours ol twelve
of Massachusetts, Blaine is left the only can
and lour, and was tiu occasion, .is it always i-, of much
dictate for the speakership, and gels it of course
easy social intercourse and many pleasant reunions, i n*
house is always thrown open “iroin turret to foundation
There is power behind the throne at Wash
stone,” the hall and stairways draped with American
ington. Grant didn’t want his son to conn
Hags, and every room adorned with a profusion of flowMrs
In one of the parlors, where stands a table laden from school to witness the Inauguration.
ers.
and he came.
with cake in all its bewildering varieties, and wine, the G. wanted him to
only refreshments, Mrs. Otis receives her invited guests, ! The
keeper of a velocipede school in Chelsea

reputation,
ner.

celebrated here in the

was

lielis and

cannon

resounded

at

■

in the

most

hospitable manner, making them
Here may be met "all Boston,”—
ultra fashionable ami retiring meiit,

cordial and

feel at home

at once.

Mass., sends us a free ticket, for the Interest
are taking in the machine!

we

literary, musical,
ministers, lawyers, physicians, poets and
The Belfast Journal lias a long article liudci
artists, elderly and middle aged people and a brilliant the caption “The locality of Toplict," and
and
beauty, gorgeous in raiment an.l blithe makes it appear that that, well warmed abode
army of youth
ol tongue. These last, it is observed, early seek the ! is situated immediately uctr the Journal oilier
library where are nooks and corners suitable for the llirta
We have many times suspected that the Journal
manuted from that lower deep
tiously disposed, a cheerful coal lire, more llowers, pic- I must have
tures and rare curiosities, and also that the inner man
which is said to exist beneath tne lowest deep
may not suffer, it sentiment be wanting, another table, hut never dreamed that its Kditor would him
‘•groaning” as the reporters say, with more saccharine self confess it. [Bath Times.
attractions. The occasion is always oue of much enjoy
If the Times man Is really solicitous to know
ment, for the hospitable hostess understands perfectly the location of tile
place referred to, he. has
well the art of entertaining well, an accomplishment
only to keep right on, and In time he will know
which all do not possess, either by nature or education.
grave and gay,

Yesterday

we

had

a

brief

specimen of what the winter

all about it.

have been had It followed precedents, and what
March may be if any credence is to be given to the pop
ular saying that the last Friday of one month governs the

inform

It was, however, rather
following one.
mixed in its tempestuous character, beginning In the old

At

might

whole ot the

us,

Will lie then be

by

likes his board and

sue

good enough

raps under the table, bow

lodging?

the Brooks town meeting the railroad

was

tried again

t»>

hr

There

was

an

is

attempt

style, suggestive of sleighrides and made to elect an antl-ratiroud hoard of select
candy, and ended by a lavish and
men, which was Overwhelmingly defeated.
prodigal rain, followed by a good hard freeze, after the
manner of the weather thus elegantly and poetically desWe cau't Hud enough of Interest in the I,eg
cribed, ‘‘First it blew, and then it snevv, and then it rain islatlve proceedings to make a report. That

fashioned

snow

storm

domestic molasses

ed and then it

thevv, and then it friz

flic consequences

is mostly engaged in receiving and
bright sun of this in ruing, were visible In august body
much diversity of appearance. The slides from the roofs referring petitions for a State Constabulary
took place in the night, so the heads ot the community land in passing acts regulating the taking of
are safe; but under foot the sidewalks are either icy or
trout and and smelts In certain ponds.
very inconveniently sloshy, making careful locomotion a
As we go to press on Wednesday night, we
matter of grave necessity. In the middle of the street is
Last 1- riday, lor the llrst
time, a colored man a mixture of white and dirt color, upon which wheels arc unable to give Grant's inaugural to our
addressed the House of
Representatives, while and runners alike move uncomfortably, while in Wash readers lids week. Xext week, when the great
street the snow is in consistency and appearance
in session, li was
reticent lias opened his lips and spoken, we
Menard, the colored con- ington
like brown sugar In an extremely demoralized condition.
testant from Louisia ua, in
of
shall be aide to judge, in some degree, whut
advocacy
his But all these
are trilling inconveniences when we

claim —hut

they

voted him out.

under the

things
; remember how kindly old 11 it-ms lias behaved this-sen- i Ids words

portend.

Peasleya Feather Renointroducing steam
w
old and matted
among leathers confined in a cylinder,
eii
lc.ti.ers arc restored to lightness, and the hearts of houseAmerican says. Think of such an in- he, p'. rs made giad. We can testily iroia personal knowlthat the machine does all that it promises to. (’all
over a printing office, that of all edge
on Merrow & Peaslee, opposite the west entrance oi the
.i the world should be quiet 1
House.
Parties arc
vators in tin's

KiiMVorth, held in a
;en velocipedes were running, was
bv ;i:e noise, and had to adjourn—
in

,,g

mi.

operating
city. By

one

of

Court

Tiik Snow Stokm of Friday night last was by far the
hospital beds and bedding,
being got ready for the ao- severest of the season. Over Uvo feet of snow (ell, and
drifted at that. The highways were impassible
aliiKi of the guests, Who go down to badly
for a long time, and the railroads in this state badly
tlT.iher
who
I'koso
go
Inauguration.
Mock. d.
Wc were without a western mail from Satur-

the

;

d ar; ,y

•*

idngtou,

are

b, li lor office, may c mic back with ail
a different description.

;

day morning to Tuesday morning—but on the other
rout-.'.- the tages got through with less trouble.
The

[Auguste. Standard.
mi is going to turn the oilier cheek

minstrels

\cr.

second ball when the new
Hail i.- llnlshcd, say about, May 1st,

,i

ei

id

t.ave

tlr.-hc.i el er, think about it?

...

pi yed
again.

U

-ton

un—

injured

what does that

dly—but

,t.

•

a

wife of a tinsmith ill Buffalo lias given
Last year she presentcur children.
She must be one ol
bus mill with two.
n
who are willing two latr and
won
Ids change.

...

Short

ot

lias a lady pit icliei w hose last serlotvd lu proving '-man’,- total de-

il

iv

Buffalo,

at

uu

.viij

:

Mi

Reed, ot

in

tlie cars at

:■

tin dock, and

at in.a

\v-

y.

Port!.uid, jumped, at night,
the Boston station, in theiordrowned.

was

bears are getting troublesome in the npcounties of this Slate, the Legislature has

As
.!

'reased the bounty for killing them from 82

possession of

tlu

d in N ew V..i k.

',

n

ar-

P .und 820.000 in bonds

was

>m:ock ii uib. in Connec-

Pci.pi

the

in.

thieves,

ot'

couple

ti

t'd lit.

bright boy

\

w.i-

'Ugiit before Judge Gil-

■■

ol tt.i \\ nicibury City Court recently,
d widi I.. ,i g found in Ms Honor’*house
siniicicnr. clothing for the season. The
i.dgi' x ■Inin, d the ease carefully, in the light
d in. naked tin is. f'ouud that the evidence was
mdesive, fii-il .irder. d the young mail to be
tie acconut o(
his
I. i.i v
provided for.
.'i:ii, he will probably be sent to the bottle
A striking resemblance
ad or tlie‘-jug.
f" iced bet. ween 111" Judge and tlie critniliridgepoit PuniivV.
;i.

..rg.

announcing

1’he copper tariff bid is

passed
'in-

a

a

addl-

population.

tlie

to

•ii

novel way of

a

vs

thi

over

X: will make

it's veto.

of Maine sweat blood-—

itucrest

stepping

law, having been

u

what do the radicals care tor that?

.a;

flic Lewiston Journal notes tin
,..st

the babies born a:e

ot

fact that
Is there to

boys.

h- another war?
i tie New llauipshin campaign is very tame
d spiritless.
fBangor Whig,

,.i

p won't i..-

tips state, it ail the radical

in

shops

vi, ruin

allowed to

are

run.

he Rockland Patriot thinks that we have no

1

.-<1 to advertise lor a “swearlst," considerour

a

proposed epitaph

!

We notice that many of our esc! anges are
I -h.i i_r h>- t'rst chapter of a story, with the
Tor the contanua-

olice at the conclusion.
‘i'll of this

thrilling story

i

Blotto:

i- a Lie

scribers into ti.
If

pnbli-ln

a

ail of

lead sub-

to

earn

raps ol a N< tv York concern.
gets snU for 'Ueh an ndverUse-

r

■

fifty sober! hers by it,

i Joses

meni

11

we

should

like te see his balance sheet of profit and loss
by the transaction.
sr.u

M'

At,

-.--v..

1st

...

e

the .tnnnnl town

wing officers

foil

meeting,

were

chosen

:

Smart; Town Clerk,
.Selectmen, James Fuller, A-

acini ill

:ii.dor,

poor.

Texa

A

There probably are a hundred or more persons in
diis and neighboring towns, who daily sutler from
the dEtr<
g efiects of kidney troubles, who do
AND TROCHE POWDER,
not ki.vw that Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is
IN
al most a certain cure. In severe eases, great relief A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT 11L1ILDY
may be obtained if not a perfect cure.
Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Catarrh,
We notice that the Agricultural papers all over
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <£c.
the eounrrv recommend the use of Sheridan's CacAnd al! Disorders resulting from COLDS in
alnj Condition Powders. [Exchange.
Farmers and others in this section have long
Throat and Vocal Organs.
known and appreciated the advantage of these Pow- j
This Remedy does not “Wry uj»” a Catarrh but
ders over all others.
JLOOSElflJi it; frees the heed of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allay#
and kwo<the l»uruing- heat in Catarrh; is so
BKJjIMST PilECK CiTlRUJff.
Miitfl! and agreeable in its effects that It positively

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuft

Head,

murderer was delected

of the pistol, which

ding

exactly

by

the wad-

fitted the hole

in a newspaper found in his pocket, so that
when pasted in, the whole conic lie read with-

the loss of

out

letter.

a

i'he Portland Advertiser intimates that the
Morrill an i Hamlin sore h-uke our. in the elecin

fiou

city, rind

;

Mon ill's friends had

the result.

him alone

Well,

a

the same

accept the result, and pray that
spirit, like the ghost of Jehu Brown,

may “go

marching

t.

on."

1 o.iNKi-oiti
1

rk

odd

ilie annual town

At

inliowiiig officers,

meeting

in

ton

w. r

—

Treat,,

land;

voud, Stephen AtispL'ptou Treat; School Com.,

N

.nil's

Town

.vison

Wharfage
On the
terms.
13ti

principal

and

Wharf In the

Inquire ot

Agent,

A'.

Pendleton.

Hev. Wm. K. J">
travelling preacher and
colored mail, has piv trued in Sullivan during
lie month of January ill 'lines, un i generally
to crowded assemblies, and that much good
In- been accomplished.
Kilswonh American.
We hear that when lie left, his hearers ail
.lilted in singing the hymn—
“Thf* morning
1 !u: dlirklliSX tiis

is bri*:i!viny
pp.‘:il'-i.’

Local Items, &c.
CITY

AFFAIRS.
In City
March
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Roll ot Accounts No.

Corxcn., /
\
3, 1809.

12, $3,120.49

was

read ar.d allow-

Storage,
harbor, at reasonable

W. III. Sl&PgOX.

PEABODY IIEDICAL INSTITUTESio. 4 Buiiiack

all Demo-

Mo h-ndor. John T. Howe;
town (berk, James 11. Colson; Selectmen, Up-

crats,

(Opposite

Revere

House,)

Struct,
BOSTON

Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in announomg that they have secured the services of the
eminent :u:d weii known Du A. II. HAYES, late Surgeon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College oi
Physicians and burgeons, &c.
1 his Institution now publishes the popular medical
hook entitied
fi !ii«*
of AAfV or
PreMTvation,'’ write n by Dr Hayes. It treats upon
the Errors of 1 orni. Premature decline of Manhood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and
Ari ses o( the Generative Organs.
Thirty thousand copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book lor every man,—young men in particular. Price onB §1.00.
litis Institute has just published the most period treatise oi the kind over ollercd the public, entitled, "Srx.
ual Physiology of Wonsan, an<l Bier E£i»prolusely illustrated with the very best engravings. I bis book is also lrom the pen oi Dr. Hay. s.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mystery oi Lite,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
Woman,-—Marriage,—General Ihgoine ot Woman,—
Puberty,—Change ot Idle,— Excesses ol the Married,—
Prevention to C. neeption, &c. in beautiful French cloth,
$2.00; turkey Morocco, lull gilt, $3.50. Eitiier of these
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.
The “PeatMMty Journal of Health,” a firstclass paper in every respect,—8 pages, 32 columns,—published on the 1st of February, ami every month during
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 eta. Specimen copies sent free to any address, on application to
the Peabody Medical Institute.
Alukut II. Hayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting

rg^he
1

'd, and ordered paid.
Reports ot City Sexton, showing number of deaths Physician.
N. B.
Dr. II. may be consulted iu strictest confidence
during year, 30, viz: id miles, _> ) females; of Supt. of
I on all diseases requiring skill,
socresy and experience.
CViu. 'ery, cl City Solicit.);', and
Treasurer, were
lNVIOLAllLE SECKKSY AND CERTAIN RELIEF.
each read and referred to the next City Council.
sply-14
The Treasurer reports the total receipts of the City to
$ 104,. 11.70. 'Jotal Kxpcmliturcs of the City $100,BBESIVIIH WOT. YOU A HE WOT YET
>3U.iio.
Balance in Treasury, $3 ,878.10.
i.\(;b uabm;. jseeiee i.h at iiajvh!
l he Liabilities of the City are, for
Municipal nnd War
to the voice of experience, one
Loans, 804,207.97, for Railroad, $09,811.50. Total, $134,Woitn to the Dying should arrest the attention
••‘.47. Tiu* Assets, $2u,298.9.3.
Jotal Liabilities over
and wake the alarm ol Young Men iu our community,
Assets, $113,720.54.
where so many are sinking under that long array of evils
The probable amount which will be received from the tliai arise from that dreadlul scourge, solitary vice, and
indiscretions aud youthlul indulgences. Listen,
other
•State for Assumption of \Y ar Loan, will Le about $35,Young Men, ere it is 100 late, and suffering in enervate d
OOO.ou, leaving the City Debt, aside from the Railroad youth a premature o dage, arising from that secret habit
Debt, less than $9,000. City Liabilities in 1803, were which undermines the bodily health and the mental powers. Kemembi r and see k the true physician, DR. FKI* D#h J9L58, or, $3,887.54 more than this year.
EBICK MORRILL, of No. 46 Howard Street, Boston.
Order No. 5u.
For Committee on Finance to settle
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when uneriing
with the Treasurer, was read and passed.
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
of Weakness in the Rack and Limbs, Loss and ProstraCommittee on Roads, Reported in favor of discontinu.

Listen

ing Road in District No. 2,
red

to next

ot Main str>

Council.

ot,

no

near

action taken.

Wight. Refer- !
Bridge from foot

Jas. I*.

On Petition lor
Laid

on

table.

Committee on Finance, Reported on Petition of II.
Dunh.ir, loi allowance ol claim, that the opinion of the
Solicitor was, that no such claim cculd be legally paid by
the City, and therefore did not feel justified in
allowing
any portion thereof, although they were not. agreed upon
what action should be taken.

No action taken

report.

on

complimentary Resolution, to President Davis, of
the Common Council, called out a very neat little speech
from him and a bid for oysters at Dodge’s Saloon, whereupon the Council adjourned to partake thereof.
A

Speaking
subject.

of

confiscation, we

One ol those who

and do business

hear

“go dovv

a
u

moving
to

the

tale
sea

on

in

the

ships

mighty waters,”
Sunday morning, bearing carefully a
demijohn containing say three gallons of something for
the iuncr man. As it was before daylight, and he was
encumbered with other cares, the spiritual package was
confided to a special messenger, for safe keeping. Later
in the day that package was deposited at his door, con*
aining just one quart ot the origiual contents. Fancy
his feelings!
the Kntalidin

on

the

caiue

ashore

from

on

Attention is called to the announcement of the Spiritual meeting at City Hall, on Saturday evening. The lecturer, it is said, will show some maul estattons that will
astonish the

audience.

Delicious Sensation of Coolness anil Comfort,
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world!

\ Try it 1 Safe, Reliable, and only 35 cts.
|
bold by Druggists, or mailed free, address,

tion of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, Derangeinent of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such
as Weakness ol Mind, Alienation and Loss of
Memory,
Restlessness in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression of
Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing lor
Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
of Solitude and Retirement, 1 imidity, Mental Uneasiness, Headache, and a degree ot Insanity almost terminating iu absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course.
Go to
Dr. Morrill,and he will give you restored health when
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitlul cause ot
disease.
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Complaints, and others of a similar nature, have no fears of
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is
the voice ol experience, and he has cured more cases
than any other living physician,—he has administered to
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
sale, speedy and infallible. A peilect cure is guaranteed,
aud a radical cure is always effected.
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the
only sure
cure for ail
Suppressions and irregularities that were ever
offered for sale in this city. These Drops aro acknowledged to be the best in the world for removing obstructions and producing
regularity in ull cases of Female Irregularity, Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkablv mild
sale and sure, aud the most
convincing proofs of their
virtues ari the benefits which have been realized
by the
afflicted in their use. The Drops can be obtuiued at iny
office, No. 46 Howard Street, Boston, with directions lor
All letters attended to, aud medicines, directions,
use.
&c., forwarded immediately.
Iy45sp

Of all the Various
are

CILK.ni* A 3'2*

married.
In this city, 1st inst., I- Rev. Wooster Parker, Capt’
Daniel Shute of B> Hast and Miss Fannie E. Boynton of
Rockland.
In this cify, 27tli u!t., by Rev. W. O. Thomas, Mr.
George A. Dutch and Miss Evelyn W. Flagg, both of
this city.
In this City, 2d inst., by Rev. W. O. Thomas, Mr.
William H. Sanborn, and Miss. Ilcllen M. Aldus, both
of this City.
In South*Brooksville, Feb. 18th, Mr. Charles H. Blake
and Miss Henrietta D. Gray, both of South Brooksville.
■—

..

nr-ri—i—itti

—i

nun

be

[ Obituary notices, beyond

ike

date, name and ayc}

must

BOSTON.

!

Tl»c Public and the Trade can
now be promptly
sesppgiicd.

In Waldo, Jan. 23d, Comfort Marden, wife of Jclin
Marden, aged 83 years > months and eleven days.
In Waldoboro’, Feb. 25th, George Creamer, aged 81
years, 3 months and 18 days; a good citizen and honest

1, 1809.

Mill ell

man.

SHIP NEWS.
BELFAST.
ARRIVED.
Feb. 23, Schr. Mazurka, Kimball, Boston.
do
Cameo, McCarty,
2C»,
Colon, -, Portland.
28, Brig 11. II. McGiivery, Brewster, Matanzas.
SAILED.

Feb. 25, Schr. Empire, Furguson, Baltimore.
Helen SI. Condou, Condon, Bucknville.
28,
March 1,
Gen. Meade, Lane, Boston.
Fannie F. Ilall, Ginn, Wilmington.
DISASTERS.
The brig Franklin Spofford, of Bucksport, from Nuevitas for Cardenas, lias stranded off Point Mateinilios. At
last accounts the United States steamer Gettysburg was
trying to save her, but it was doubtful if she would be

MASQUERADE BALL

BANKRUPTCY.

FLORENCE

PETER TIIACIIER.
Register in Bankruptcy, 3th Cong. Dist., Me.
Belfast, March 4, 1809.
24tf.

HiE 15E.ST FAMILY SEWING MACHINE IN THE
> WORLD. Making lour distinct stitches. Each stitch being alike on both sides of ttie
fabric. It is almost noiseless.
The needle easily adjusted. It
has the celebrated rev* rsiblc
feed motion, which by simply
turniug a thumb screw the
0 work will run either to the
right or left, to fasten the end
It will hem. tell.
c! «?«!»»«
and sew on a rume at the same time,

the United
v
ol- Maine.
j 1st Bamcrlptcv.
In the
ot K. It & J. IS. BOWMAN, Bankrupts.
mnttejIS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
rjHHIS
X presented to the Court, this t wa nt}-first day of December, A. D., lb08, by Edward R. Bowman, of Easlport,
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie may be decreed to have a full discharge irom ai! his debts, provable
under the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a member
cf the firm ol E. U. &J. B. Bowman, composed ol the
Petitioner and John B. Bowman. Anu upon reading said Dina, braid, gather
ami quilt without marking.
Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Mrs. C. F.
the
on
the
first
Mond
of
upon
tame,
July, A. D., 1809, MOIilSOX, Belfast, who will be happy to show the maty
before the Court in Portland, in’said District, at ten chine to all, who w<il call at her house, where they are
o’c.oek, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in kept constantly on hand.
the Machias Republican and the Republican Journal,
tf31
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1803.
newspapeis printed in said District, once u week lor
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and show' cause, it any they have,
why the prayei ot said Petition should not be granted.
Incorporated in 1803.
W.M. P. PREBLE,
Capital Stock, all paid In,
$300,000
3w34
Clerk of District Court for said District.
Surplus Jau’y 1st, I860,
40,101 51
v.

..

_

Court ok the United
States, Dist, let ot Maine.

District

In the mat

cr

of E. XL 5c J. B.

$

...
Is

$310,171 51

,,,
Ba.neruttcv.

AS3KT9.
Bank Stock,
U. S. 5**40 Bonds of ’05,
Railroad Bonds,
Cash on hand and with Agents,
Interest due and accrued,
All other assets,

BOWMAN, Bankrupt.

r

IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has he» n
presuited to tlie Court, this twenty-first day of Dee.
A. D. 18o9, by John ii. Bowman of Pembroke, in said
District, a Bankrupt, praying ih.it re may be decreed to
have a lull discharge irorn ali his debts, provable under
the Bankrupt Act, individually,and as a co-Partner in tfie
firm of E. K. & J. Ii. Bowman, composed ol tne Petitioner and Edward It. Bowman. And upon
reading said Pe-

jpllIS
X

Losses adjusted

LIABILITIES.
but not due,

G. A.

ture winch are accompanied by
many alarming symp- MACHIAS. RE 1 URN ING—Will reach BELFAST on
toms, among which will be found, liid.sposition to Exer- TUESDAY aiternoon, and PORTLAND the .same night.
tion, Loss of Memory, Wakefulness, Horror of DisFor further particulars apply to D. D. PINKIIAM,
ease, or Forebodings of Evil, in fact, Universal Lassitude,
ti 3-1
Belfast.
Prostration, auu inability to enter into the enjoyments of
ociety.
The Constitution once affected with Organic Weakness,
Assignee's Sale
requires the aid of Medicine to strengthen and invigorIN BANKRUPTCY.
ate the system, which HELMBOLD'^ EXTRACT BUEDWIN I*. TREAT of Frankfort,
CIIU invarible does. It no treatment is submitted to, In the matter of
Bankrupt.
Consumption or Insanity ensues.
of sai«I Edwin P. Treat,
Helm bold’s Fluid Extract Buciiu, in affections rpiIK undersigned, Assignee
will sell at Public Auction, at uis office in Winterpeculiar to females, is unequalled bv any other prepara- _L in the
of Waldo, on the 10th day of April,
County
port,
in
or
or
as
Retention, Puinfulncas,
Chlorosis,
tion,
Sup- A.
D., 18*>9, at 10 of the clock, A. M., the following
pression ol Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Shirrus
to the estate of said Bankrupt, viz :
6late of the Uterus, and all complaints incident to the property belonging
5-2
.store and Lot about 1-4 acre oi land at Frankiort
sex, whether arising from habits ot dissipation, impruMills.
dence in, or the decline or change of life.
1-2 House Lot about 3-4 acre of land at 1« -ankfort Mills.
Uelmcld’s Fluid Extract Buciiu and Improv1
Shipyard at Frankfort Mills, contain tig about 3-4
ed Rose Wash will radically exterminate from the sysacre, with Carpenter’s, Joiner’s ami Blacksmith
tem diseases arising lrom habits of dissipation, at little
Shop thereon.
in
no
no
or
inconvenience or
change diet,
expense, little
1-2 Cooper’s Shop at Frankfort Mills, standlug on land
exposure; completely superseding those unpleasant and
of
the heirs of the late Jonathan lreat.
and
Mercury, iu all these j 1
dangerous remedies, Copavia
Cooper’s Shop and Wharf at Frankfort Mills.
Ureases.
»
1
Ice
House and two Wharves at Frankfort Mills.
Fluid
Extract
Buciiu in all disUse Hklmbold’s
20 1-2 Acres ol Lind ill Frankiort, half unimproved.
eases ot these organs, whether existing in male or lc1-8
of Insnrance in Schooner R. if. Pierce, in
Policy
rnale, from whatever cause originating, and no matter ol
Union Insurance Company, Bangor, Maine.
how long stauding. It is pleasant iu taste and odor, “imAll
the
above
is subject to liens, anti will be sold, submediate’ iu action, and more strengthening than any of
ject to the same. Also: 1 Gold Watch. 1 Gold Riug.
the preparations of Bark or Iron.
N. H. HUBBARD, Assignee.
Those suffering from broken-down or delicate constitu2w34
Winterport, March 1, 1809.
tions, procure the nmedy at once.
The reader must be aware that, however slight may be
the attack of the above diseases, it is certain to affect the
SPIRITUAL
I
bodily health und mental powers.
M. Chas. II. Read of Boston, a Physical Medium, will
All the above diseases require the aid of a Diuretic.
visit
this city by request, and will bold Seances at
IIELMBOLD’ri EXTRACT BUCIIU is the groat Diu__

SEANCES.

H. T. HELMBOLD.

011 ! How nice It

Taatea, Mother.”
Children never refuse nor turn away lrom the SONO*
MA WINK BITTKRS as from a dose ot medicine; yet
the medicinal effect is all that enn be desired. Try it.
C. A. RICHARDS & CO., Sole Propritors.

CASH CAPITAL,-$1,000,000.
FULL.
PAID IX

OFries:,
FIRST NATIONAL

DRESSER,

V. Pres.

W. L.

$32,413 40

STEELE, Scc’y.

Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 27th
day of
1809.
T. J. WATTLES, Notary Public.
COX &

FIELD, Agenti, Belfast.

dressed.

OFFICERS.

THE

CITY

On Ihe 31*1

day

oS

Capital Stock is
$500,000
Capital Stock paid up is
500,000
The Assets of the Co. are as follows:

Cash

hand and in the hands of Agents
or other persons
Real Estate unincumbered
Bonds owned by the Company to wit:
United States Five-Twenty Bonds, par value
United States Ten-Forty Bonds, par value
United States Six per cent. 30 year Bonds
Virginia State Bonds
New York County Bonds
on

37,433 32
None.

Market Value

Amounts due

or not due to Banks
other creditors
Losses adjusted and due
Losses ad !us ed and not due
Losses unadjusted and
\
Losses in suspense, waiting for
)
further proof,
All other claims against the Company

None.

or

Total Liabilities,

None.
None.
$155,797 90
19,838 10

$175,636

OO

The
The

greatest amount insured In any one risk,
greatest amount allowed by the rules of the Company to be insured in any one city, town or village,
The greatest amount allowed to be insured
in any one block. No arbitrary rule on these points.
This Company is governed by a prudent regard lor the
construction, occupancy and exposure of risks.
STATE OK NEW YORK, )
1
County of N. Y
George W. Savage, President, and William JHughes. Secretary, of the International Insurance Company, ol the Cily of New York, being
duly
sworn, depose and say, that the loregoing is a lull, true

aud correct statement of ihe affairs of said Company;
that the said Insurance Company is the bona fide own;
of at leastOne Hundred Thousand Dollars of actual Cash
Capital, invested in State and United States Stocks and
Bonds, or in Bonds r Mortgages ol Real Estate, unincumbered and worth double the amount for which the
same is mortgaged; and tint they are the above-named
officers of said Insurance Company.
OKORCii; W. SAVAGE, Pres't.
W1.JLJL1A.VI JT. AU GIICS, Sec'y.

rr

|L. s.j

Subscribed and

sworn to before me this 25th day of Janu'
ary, 1869. As WlTNES- my hand and official seal.
THOMAS L. T HORNELL, Notary Public

"'kawygk

a

staples,

AGENTS, BELFAST, ME.

3w32

33.

S.

OILLUM,

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,
SRTN

&

ORNAMENTAL

Fainter.
GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, and PAPER
HANGING executed in the neatest Style,
SHIP’S
CABINS Grained, varnished and polished in the most
Modern und Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower
price than can be done at any other Shop; if done b.-tore
tin* 1st of April or May. Also, CARRIAGE PAINTING at the lowest CASH prices.
Shop
6 in 30

on

Washington

St.

Belfast

Belfast, Me.
S. B. GILLUM.

Savings
INSTITUTION is
prepared to receive Dein
Sums
of
One Dollar and upwards, at the
THIS
posits
No. 18 Mum St.
Bank of
Bank.

now

ComBanking Room,
(Formerly
CITY HALL, Saturday Eve., March 0, merce Room.)
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over.
and Monday «?k Tuesday Evenings, March Stli
The next quarter will commence Monday, March 1st,
and 9til.
From what we can learn, the most astonishing mani- 1869. All deposits made on or before March 10th wiil
interest lor this quarter.
draw
festations of Spiiit Power, are exhibited through his
ASA FAUNCE, President.
organism.
John II. Quimby, Treas.
All those who have not w itnessed these manifestations,
and also all who have, and call it "humbug,” should
Bellast, Feb. 15, 1869.
46tf
come and see lor themselves, and especially teachers of
should
investigate
that
which
spiritual tilings
Judge
PISHING SCHOONER
Edmunds says is believed by more than eleven millions
oi the people oi the United states, to be direct communiFOK SALK LOW. The Schooner Sencations from Spirits that have lived ou this earth and
ntor, 35 ions O. M. In good order, well
return after the death of the body.
found in Sails, Cable and Fishing Gear.
A small fee will be taken at the door to defray the exApply to K. B. UAUDiNtU,
2Stl
Iw34
penses of Mr. Read.
Bucksport, Me.

permanent redid.

me

began

to

that scented to me adapt, d to
compound them, and continued my

in
ex-

periments until success crowned my endeavors, The
which I now offer to the public was the result. Its
application dispelled the inflamm turn, eased the pa
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short tin:,
entirely cured me. I have had but one attack since, lit:
ments

applications

three

two or

can

dockland

be

substantiated

conversant

drove it away,
l oose stateby many of '.he citizens o*

with the facts.

“Some time after I
children

was

got about, one of my neighbor*’
sadly afflicted with 6ero;nluus sons upon

hands and arms, which rendered tin m
I made some ot the salve lor her, she
lew weeks she

clean

was

noised abroad
kind*

and

entirely

whole.’

useless.

it, and in

used

This

a

was soon

among the neighbor; cases of various
and repeated applications for the salve

multiplied,

were made to me; and Irom that day 'o this I have
put
up considerable quantities of it. chiefly lor the use oi the
citizens ol my own city.

l have repeatedly been solicited to introduce :t to the
general public, bet being under no necessity ol doingany.
citing ot the kind lrom pecuniary cuu.-ideiatious, and
foreseeing many difficulties in the way oi introducing it
as well as tiie fact, if successful in
convincing the public
iis real

value, tiie market would soon bi fi.<odid with
imitations,! ha\ c declined until recently. I have
at length consented, knowing that there are multitudes
who want just such a salve, but do not know where to
procure It. Many, indeed, write that they nave inquired
base

for it of various

Capital Stock, all paid in,
Surplus, Jan’y 1st, I860,

In

I'00.000
54S.395 50

never

urged

to

take

some

nm

frequently told that I shall
pains, or get the money
making it known to the pul
my

i

me as
am

am

in

not

1.0 v.

actuated

h.

dependent

se

upon any income from the sale of mv salve.
As fast as the demand lor it increases the

375,000
123,223

profits arc
expended in advertising it more widely; and it will l,
until it is known in every part oi ih.- i■uni.
“Its eftect* in the hands ol those who have used
it,
though remarkable, and to me, exceedingly gratifying. <! >

70,d00

State, County and Municipal securities,
Other assets, interest accrued, &c.,

and been

mercenary considerations, und

$106,270 82

755,302

advertising it I

be remunerated ior

back which I may sp« nd iu
lie. This does not trouble

$1,018,395 50

securities,

apothecaries

other kind.

50

04,900
5R0.il 24
$ 1,318,395 30

not

$27,5SS 04

surprise me, lor l know
neighbors.

what it did for

me

aud has

done lor my

C. Mills, oec’y.

i'.very day, almost, I hear of the

14th day of
Notary Public.

before me, this

and the wonders i, is
“Those who

cures

it has

wrought

doing.

be without it.
There are many who would pay a great price ior it il til
y
could not obtain it without. This, however, is needless,
as it is brought within the reach ol all.

i

j

HI, Bankrupt. ;
In TO GIVE NOTICE, Tii.t a Petition havon
the 16th d..;
b
on
to
tinCouit
itig
presented
of February, A. D., lsii'J. by Jos ph W. Eveleth. ot Wn.- !
in
said
a
District,
Bankrupt, praying that he
terpor:
may be decreed to have a lull discharge iv m all his debts
under
the
Bankrupt Act, individually and as a I
provable
partner ot the firm of Dunham & hvoleih, composed ol !
the petitioner and Isaac Dunn.tin, and upon reading said
petition.it is ordered b> the Court that u hearing be had |
upon the same on the tirst Monday ot June, A. D., lbo'J.
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at tea'
o’clock A. M., and that, notice thereof be published in the
Republican Journal and the Koekiaml Free Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a week for three
weeks, and that all creditors, who have proved their debls
and other persons in interest, may i.ppearai suiu time and
place, and shew cause it any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be grained.
W.U. P. PREBLE.
3w33
Clerk of District Court tor said District.

Many

matter of JOSEPH W. EVEL1-

use

it

once

will

niver

recommendations of it from persons residing
given ii it were deemed adw

in different States could be
sable.
In

1

Total Assets
$1,177,492^74
LIABILITIES.

give

salve

V

$8,000 00
192,300 00
21,892 99
14,433 03

to

of various thin as

laes

case, I

IIH DS. 24 ICS. MUSCOVADO MOLASSES
Schr. Joseph Segur; direct Irani Matanzns.
;4w32
liELBE\ S.BLLY & SON.

ot Maine.

!

•*

Necessity is the motiier ot invention.’ I set myself
to work, at last, to see what I could
iny-cil devise lor m>
malady. Having some knowledge ol the curative prop. 1-

ex

States.

years. She is a wortby worm 1 a
First Baptist Church, well known and
community, and withal .11 old

esteemed in the

*

C. NORWOOD, Ji;.,
$52f\500 Januaiy, 18G9.
104,000
COX <k FIELD, A|j«uts, Belfast. 3\v32
215.000
37,100 District Court of the
United; ,v.
[N bANKULJ rC'
8.500
District

Loans on Bonds and Mortgage, being the
first lien on unincumbered Real Estate
worth double the amount loaned
Debts otherwise secured
Debts lor Premiums
All other Securities

thirty

tnan

all failed

Lorillard Ins. 0*o.

lu the
$891,100
$903,432 50 rjMIIS

Who knows any-

not walk, and when
s.ttingup w compelled
have my limbs supported by chairs and b 1st-rs. 1
seriously feared that I should be a cripi.de for lit.*, I
tried almost everything that promis' d benefit. I5ut the
medicines of the day, pain-killers, panaceas ami liuin.cnts,

of

sworn to

salve?”

a

to

MOLASSES.

Subscribed and

get up

that I could

REFERENCES..

LIABILITIES.
Total amount of liabilities,
C. NORWOOD, Pres t.
J.

to

with Inflammatory r.icum tism, leading to "alargcmeut
ol tiie limbs. 1 suffered great, and son --*iinn* excruci
nig pain. .My muscles were so s- oiien am! contracted

JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. D., Brunsw.ck; J. II. LOMBARD, Dentist, Brunswick; A. V. m\. LCALL, Mercii iiit, Brunswick;
G TENNl.Y, Editor Brunswick
Telegraph; It. II. ( U N NIN G ll A.M, M. D., Wi-c.b^et
OWEN Si'. C. O’BRIEN, M. D.. Bristol.
tf-2

or

to trace

experienced nu ■*e. The origm ol her .-a!vo may
best 1 elated in her own words.
In 1815 my icetand ankle* became
very much dp

bought

on hand,
INTERNA- Cash
Molt ages of Real Estate,
COMPANYIt Notes secured by collaterals,

The amount of its
The amount of its

she

came

more

highly

our
dr. burgess, hi
will be inippy to wnit ou his old cu<toim,r> and the
public generally, i'ceth filled and restored to heir original shape.
Teeth with exposed nerves treated and fibcd.
Artificial teeth ot tlie best quality inserted at reasonable
rates. Gold and Silver Plate taken in exchange. Ail
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain if de.-drod.
G. 1*. LOMBARD.

Real Estate,
U. S. Bonds

dc sire

to

source.

aivf

OFFICE OVER II. H. JOHNSON’S STORE,
PUfEA'IX HOW, BELFAST, WAI.AE.

Dec., 1868,

ClTY OF NEW YORK.

to its

member oi the

SURGEON DENTIST

Tiib name of the Company is
IS LOCATED IN TIIE

for

LOMBARD,

ASSETS.

TIONAL INSURANCE

How

1,0 C AIL ACiKJi'r* ABE WA J TKR in
»»»«1
;• i>nlir;i« i«»n«
every ( ii* .im! Tiwn;
from competriit parties for snei* ag-enci«‘<*.
with Hiiiiable ciiiJimi miMit, *Iioii!d bi* ad.
(Irevsrd to
VISILE M
LH
££<•3 fait. *8 «t*.
for
Waldo
i»3l
Special Agrosit
Conner.

by

the human mind

to

What has It clone?”
thing about it?”
What will it
do?” The following will give satisfaction to the inquiring.
Miss Sawyer Is a resident ot Rockland, and Ins been

...

Having

natural

We want to know the origin of things, what they have
been, and done, and what their merits are.
It is not strange, therefore, that thus*1 who read of MM
Who is M.-s S r.vycr?”
Sawyer's Salve should inquire,

UNDER Tin; DIRECTION OF
E. A. Rollins & /
01 tU' L'-:lrd °f DlreCt0rSIV. E. C11A3DLKK |
J. P. TUCKER, Manager.
3 Merchant’s Exchange, State St., Boston.

G. P.

is

everything

NEW ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY.

Of New York.

YORK,

a

l he attention of persons contemplating insuring their
lives or increasing the amount of insurance they already
have is called to the special advantages offered by the
National Life Insurance Company.
Circulars, Pamphlets and full particulars given on application to the Branch Office ol the Company, or to the

or s ue

OF NEW

in

It

policy.

INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF

YTIHNG
Nature, Science. Art, riiilosophy
and Keifgion, lifts
I^VVKK
history.

CLARENCE IT. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance, aud Executive Committee.
HENRY' D. COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON W. FEET, Secretary i,nd Actuary.
This Company, Nation..i in its character,’ offers, by
reason ot its Large Capital, Low Kites ui Premium anil
New Tables, the most desirable nn aus ot Insuring life
)ef presented to the public.
The rates ot premium being large.y reduced, are made
as lavo able to tlie insurers as those of the best Mutual
Companies, and avoid all the complications and uncertainties of Notes, Dividends, and the misunders'andings
which the latter are so apt to ciu-e t! e Policy-Holder.
Several new and attractive tables ire now presented,
which need only to be understo* «l to irove acceptab e to
the public, such as the INCOME-PRODUCING POLICY and RE TURN PREMIUM POLIO*
In the former,
ihe policy-holder not only secures a li e Insurance, payable at death, but will receive, it living, after a period of a
few years, an annual income, equal to ten per cent. (10
In the latt. r, tin
per cent.) of the par of his policy.
Company agrees to return to th* assured the total amount
of money he has paid in, in addition to the amount of his

O ,*f1
OtJX

—OF THE—

Virtues and Effects.

History,

PHILADELPHIA,

3w32

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Its

BANK BUILDING,

Where the general business ol the Company is transacted,
anil to which all general correspondence should be ’id-

January,

Sheriff’s Sale.

1ST,

$15,800 no
8,880 80
7,000

unadjusted

resisted by Company,

It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing bo had
upon the same, on the first Monday of July, A. D., l8f,y,
before the (Jourt in Portland, in said !>Utr*ct, at ten
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
the Machias Republican and the Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three weeks, and that all creditors who lia-e proved their
debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, it ;.uv they have, why the
prayer ol said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. TREBLE,
Clerk of Dixtriet Court for said District.
3w34

X_. 3E3 XTST I

9 250 01

4,397 05
$340,171 51

tition,

Capt. CHARLES DEF.HING, will leave PORTLAND,
on FRIDAY, March Mil, lor ROCKLAND, CAMDEN,
BELFAST, CAST1NE and tin1 usual Lauding:} as far as

$151,803
20,750
127,0e0
23,910 85

♦

CONGRESS,

Approved July 23. 1883.

Norwich Fire Ins. Co.

j

44

SEWING-MACHINE

C.

D.

CHARTERED III' A SPECIAL ACT (IF

MONDAY EVENING,
MARCH 15, 1869,
auspices, and for the benefit of the YOUNG

SUBSCRIBER HEREBY GIVES PUBLIC
rpiIE
A NOTICE to all concerned, that she has been duly
and taken upon herself the trust of Adminisappointed
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
tratrix of the estate of GEORGE
HOLMES, late ot Belmont. in tlie County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons w ho
are md»*bteu to said deceased’s estate to make
COURT OF
immediate
payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the Countv of exhibit the same lor settlement to her.
rgTME
X Waldo, will be held ai the office of the Register of
3"33
NANCY IIOLMES.
Probate, in Belfast, on the twentieth day ol April,
A.D. 1809, at 3 o’clock, P. M.

District Court of
states. District

WASHINGTON,

BELFAST,

muut-_

successful.

PORTLAND & MACH!AS LINE.

by Druggists everywhere. Prick—$1.25 per bottle, or 0 botties for $0.50. Delivered to any address.
Describe symptoms in all communications.
Address 11. T. HELMBOLD, Drug and Chemical
Warehouse, 604 Broadway, N. Y.
^VTONE ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE UP IN
steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-simile ot my
Chemical Warehouse, and signed

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Car EL .A. JXT I>

A Costumer from Boston, will be at the New England House in this City, a lew
days before the dance,
with a variety of
Costumes, which will be furnished at
reasonable rates.
No person will be admitted to the floor of the Hall
unless MASKED and in COSTUME
Ladies in lull Ball Dress, if masked will bo considered
In Costume.
Gentlemen will be furnished with carriages for their
adies, to and from the Ball, upon application to the
Committee. Ball liekets, $1,50. Doors open at 7 1-2.
Dancing commences at 8 1-2 o’clock. Spectator’s tickets
will be tor sale at Wushbunr’s Book
store, on and utter
Monday March 8th. where a p an of the Hal,* may he found.
Reserved Seats upon Stage, $1,00. Reserved Front
Seats,
m Gallery, $i,00; other
Gallery Seats, 50 cents.
No more tickets will be
sold, than seats are provided,
and every necessary precaution will be taken
by the Committee to ensure a
pleasant and satisfactory entertaiu2n33

PORT OF

SAWYER’S

—OF Til LI—

Committee of Arrangements:
L* D* WOODWARD, WM. J.
COLBLRN,
CHARLES W. MITCHELL, FRED BARK|
i Eli, WM. F. WASHBURN.
Music by WUIDDON’S QUADRILLE BAND.

Ship Painter,

retic.
•Sold

3m3t

LADIES* UNITARIAN SEWING SOCIETY.*’

Waldo, ss. March 1st, A. U., lSf.9. Taken on execution in favor of DAVID W. LOR1.NG, and against
WILLIAM P. BURRI LL, and will be sold at public
auction to t ho highest bidder, on Saturday, the tenth day
of April next,at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the office
of Joseph Williamson in Belfast, in said County, all the
right which said Burrill has to redeem from a levy by
appraisement, the following described parcel ol land,
siiuule in Soarsport in saiu County viz :
Beginning at a stake in the north line of the road, forty feet westwardly from the corner of land of Joseph,
Field ; thence, westwardly, by said road, twenty-one leet, ^
or thereabouts, to a stake in the corner ol land mortgaged
to Marilens; thence northwardly, by said Marden’.- land,
four rods or thereabout to a stake; thence oastwardlv,
PAPER-IIANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
by said Mardcii’s land and land ol the late John Carver,
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
to a stake near the nor: h east corner of the barn in the
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and bit- line of land ot Joseph Field; thence southwardly, by the
iast end of the barn, to the south east corner ot said
a
Rooms
made specialty.
ting
barn, at a stake sixty-four leet from the road; thence
GRAINING WITH MACHINE,” IN OIL.
westwardly, by the south side ol said barn thirty feet and
4®-All work done in the best manner. Orders left on six inches to a stake; thence southwardly, parallel to
Slate promptly attended to.
the I. of the house on said premises to the back side of
Shop in next building north of New England House said house; thence southwardly, through the back side |
HIGH ST., iiELFASl, ME tff said house to the centre ot the partition wall dividing j
Guisp33
the front entry in said house from east room, so called ;
thence southwardly through the centre of said partition
rp.O PHYSICIANS,
I
New York, August 15th, 1807
wall to the south o;r front side of said house; thence in
Allow me to call your attention to my PREPARA- the same direction to the stake began at, with all that
TION OF COMPOUND EXTRACT BUCIIU. The com- portion of said house within said lines above and below
ponent parts are BUCIIU, Lono Leaf, CUBEBS, JUN- the barn; said levy being made on the fourth day of DeIPER BERRIES.
cember, A. !>.. 1808,in iavor of Wiliiani Deering etals.,
Mode of Preparation. Bucliu, in vacuo. Juniper against said Burrill, and recorded in the Waldo Registry,
Berries, by distillation, to form a line gin. C'ubeba ex vol. HO page 47, to which reference is hereby had.
traded by displacement by liquor obtained from .Juniper
Also, all the right which said Burrill lias to redeem
Berries, contaiLing very little sugar, a small proportion 1 from a levy by appraisement, the following described parThe cel ol land, situate in said
ol spirit, and more pal liable than any now iu use.
Searsport, ii/.: Beginning at a
active properties are by this mode extracted.
stake in the north Hue <>i the street In the corner of the
Buciiu, as prepared by druggists generally, is of a dark | land ot one Joseph Field; thence running northwestcolor. It i-a plant that emits Us fragrance; the action wardly, by said Field’s land sixty-four net to a stake;
ot a liarue destroys this (its activi principle), leaving a thence westwardly, by the south side ol tne barn,
thirty
dark and glutinous decoction. Mine is the color ol in- leet and six inches to a stake near the northwest corner
gredients. The Bucliu in my preparation predominates; ot the L of the house oil said premises; thence souththe ainallest quantity ot the oilier ingredients are added, wardly, parallel with the wot side of s; id E, to the
to prevent fermentation; upon inspection, it will be
back side of said house; thence through the hack side of
louud not to be a Tincture, as made iu Phnrmacopoeu, nor said house to the centre ot th pariilioii wall dividing the
is it a Syrup—and therefore can be used in cases where front entry of said house In,m the east room so called;
In this, you have the thence
fever or inflammation exists.
through the ecu re ot said partition wall to the
knowledge of the ingredients and tiie mode of prepara- front side of said house; thence in t n-same direction to
tion.
the street aforesaid; thence castwardly, by saul street
Hoping that you will favor it with a fair trial, and that forty feet to the place begun at, with the L ami that part
ol the house above and below, inclosed within the line
upon inspection it will meet with your approbation,
With a leeling of confidence,
aforesaid; said levy being made on the fourth nay of DeI am, very respeetilully,
cember, A. D., 18G8, In favor ot Lewis A. Kuowlton,
H. T. HELMBOLD,
against said Burrill, and recorded in said Registry, vol.
Chemist and Druggist of 10 Years' Experience in 140, page 64 to which reference is hereby had.
Jw34
Philadelphia, and now located at his Drug and
IRVIN CALDEKWOUP, Sheriff,
Chemical Warehouse, 504 Broadway, New York.
[From the largest Manufacturing Chemists in the World.]
I am acquainted with Mr. H. T. Ilelmbold; he occupied the Drug .Store opposite my residence, und was successful in conducting the business where others had not
been equally so before him. 1 have been favorably imTHE STEAMER
pressed with his character and enterprise.
WILLIAM WEIGHTMAN.
Firm of Powers & Weight man, Manufacturing
S T O
Chemists, Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadel-

so

MISS

BOSTON.

Under the

CO.,
Propr’*, Philadelphia.
Wholesale Agents :—G. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST
BROS. & BIRD, M. S. BURR & CO., WEEKS & POTTER, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHILJ.IPS & CO., J. W. PERKINS
CO., Portland.
i For sale by all Druggists in Belfast.
Iyspl2

phia.

NATIONAL

SALESROOMS, 1

( OOPIR. WfiEfcOtf A

Hklmbold’s Fluid Extract Buciiu, lor weakness
arising from indiscretion. The exhausted powers of Na-

CO.,

CARRIAGE BUILDERS,

PEIRCE’S HALL,

paid for. |

Styles,

Manufactured by

WM. P. SARGENT &

I) IE D.

SJSL. uSL. OTJX-rXjTdLfAZV,

the French poet and author, is

dead.

Sneezing !^fl

Aa a Trotfie Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly gives to
the Throat and Vocal organs a

House &

we

l.aimirtlm

r

O.OU Mutton per lb,
7 to
8
0.00 Lamb per lb,
8 to
9
0.00 urkoys, per lb,
20 to 25
1.30 Chickens per lb,
17 to 20
3 75 Ducks, per lb,
26 to 00
'.its,
80 Hay per ton,
§10 to 13
Potato, a,
00 Lime,
1.50 to0.00
Dried Apples, 32 to
14 Washed Wool,
3b to 42
Goto
7G L invaslted Wool,
28 to 3b
Co-kin,;.
36 to
4b Pulled Wool,
Batter,
45 to 00
33
to
25
Hides,
91-2
to 00
Cheese,
20 to
22 Calf Skins,
17 to 00
I’ggq
23lo
25 Lamb Skins,
Card,
75 to 1.25
12 to
14 W< od, hard,
0.00 to8.00
Beef,
4.00 to 0.00
App’.ea, Baldwin, 1.00 to 125’Wood, soli,

gr.elgn against Drumconti
iting to their d< feat, and let
very severely as a candidate for Muy-

I for

■

lie.I

esu.tr

2.00 to
1.75 to
1.35 to
1.25 to
3.25 to
75 to
(30 to

KT"Cures without

VELOCIPEDES!

—

HEALTHY.
40 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
! C. A. Richards Sc Co.’s SONOMA M INE BITTERS.
The use of these healthful bitteis will bring back the hue
of health to the cheek, and cause the whole face to beam
LEI'., HIGGINSON & CO. offer for Kent, Safes in- j with
health and pood nature. For sale by grocers and
side tlieir Vaults, at rates from $20to$100ptr annum. druggists everywhere.
as Bailees, I
1 hey also offer to receive, on Special Deposit,
Mother. B Can t Take ft.”
securities of persons living in the country or travelling
The nauseous doses that mothers compel their children
abroad. Officers of the Army and Navy, Masters ol Vesto
take
in
the
full
springtime, to purify the blood, need not
particulars,
sels, and others. Circulars, containing
be given, when the SONOMA M INE BITTERS will
forwarded on application to HENRY LEE, Manager. do the. work a great deal better. Try it. It is for sale by
lyiiisp
Be a on, March 1, 1808.
your grocer or druggist.

’*

Rye Meal,
Rye,
Corn,
Barley,
Bean.',

mr us pijiik.
If you tiro in want of a bottle of real good old-fnsliioncd
Gin, go and get some of Dunstcr’s London Dock Gin. It
Your grocer or apoth; is the best to be had at any price.
ecary has it. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., <J9 Washington
; street, Boston, largest RetaiA Wine and Spirit House in
America.

j

UNION SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS,

blood.

dox; Constable, F. A. Beckwith.
The caucuses for the other wards

Hiia'ii tVlug;
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
Woodman, Isaac A. Marrincr; Treasurer, X.
Belfast, Wednesday, March 3, 1809.
sniiir' ; 't own Agent, James Fuller. The town
10 Round IIo?,
$8 to
13 to 15
Flour,
dso voted to buy a farm f ,r the support of the Corn
1.15 to
O.Ou Clear Salt Pork, 835 to 37.00
Meal,
town

Securities and Valuables.

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing
arc held too late to bo
all obstructions, relax flip ducts of the gall bladder, the
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
announced in this paper.
will show what the Pills can do; unthiug has ever been
Free tights have been added to the entertaiments over invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which Is
that will
! <>iir head.
On Saturday night a couple of belligerents very dangerous to use unless with great cure,.,
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions of the
! quarrelled about the possession ot one ol the wooden
liver like Scht-nck’s Mandrake Pills.
! donke\ s, resulting in some striking bom the shoulder,
Liver Complaint in one ol the nio-t prominent causes
of Consumption.
and bloody nosc». “Ladies admitted ircr-P’
onic is a gentle stimulant and
Schonck’s Seaweed
A bill is reported in the Legislature for “regulating the alterative, ami tlic alkali in the Seaweed, which this
is made of, assists the stomach to throw out
of
vessels
in
Ha
it
preparation
Belfast
bor.”
It
anchorage
provides the
gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic
that vessels shall not anchor in positions to obstruct the
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentaot
steamers
to
their
it
will
be
a
way
wharves,
good thing* tion or souring ot the stomach.
The great ietison why physicians do not cure ConA horse belonging to Cant. E. ft. Herriman, while on sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medito stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
cine
hoard the Kutahdin, kicked to pieces a lot ot velocipedes
the
sweats, hectic lever, aud by so doing they derange and
that were packed up behind him. Sensible animal
whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions,
dies.
and
t
sinks
the
patic*
There was no Lyceum lecture on Monday evening. eventually
Dr. Schenck, in Ips treatment, does not fry to stop a
Owing probably to the impassable roads, Mr. Barker did cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
and they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can
not put in an appearance.
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
are made healthy.
Cure Your Cold. At this season of the Tear, stomach
I! o, person has consumption, of course the lungs in
" bon cokls are so
prevalent, it is desirable to know some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, brou
the best remedy for such ailments. After a thor- filial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
cases what
ougk trial of Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff and ot inflammation and fast decaying. In such are
wastiug,
Troche Powder” we have no hesitation in th- must be done ? It is not only the lungs that
and
liver have
stomach
The
body.
ing it the preference over any other preparation in but it is the whole
to make blood out of food. Now the
lost
their
power
use for the cure of O zfan'/j, Asthma, Coughs and
only chance is to take Dr. bchcnck’s three medicines,
disorders generally arising from exposure to damp which
will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
and inclement weather. The *• Snuff and Troche. will begin to want food, it will digest easily anu make
Powder” is composed ot vegetable 'substances and good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and
may be administered with perfect safety even to as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
the youngest children. The flavor is agreeable, to heai up, aud the patient gets fleshy and well. This Is
and tin.; article may be used with good effect in- the only way to cure Consumption.
wm\> IK'Il LiHTC is no mug uisea.se auu umy
stead of troches by public speakers uud others. See
plaint and Dyspepsia, Sehenck’s S< aweed Tonic and Manadyertisement iu special column. [Boston Courier, drake
l'iils are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
Jan. 1, ISO!).
4w34
Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
TnE Sarsaparilla Diggers of Yucatan.
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
This singular set of people are descended from the many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wastancient Aztecs of Southern Mexico, and still retain ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulsome of the peculiarities which Steven’s and Pres- monary Consumption, his physicians h iving pronounced
abandoned him to his fate, lie
cott gave of their ancestors. Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co. his case hopeless and
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, ami since his reemploy a small armv of them in digging Sarsapa- covery many
thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr.
rilla root. Provided with narrow spades, a coil of Sohenck’s
preparations with the same remarkable sucrope, and a bag of water, they are ready for the for- cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not abest where the wild banana burnishes them with food solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, ui J- ss patients
and thick-leaved trees their only shelter. Few of wish their lungs "examined, and for tins purpose he is
those w ho hud themselves rejuvenated by this prod- professional^ at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Sutard." where all letters lor advic.- must be addressed.
uct, know how much tliev are indebted to the toil
at No. 32 Bond Street, New
of these humble laborers, who dig health tor thous- Ho is also professionally and at No. 35 Hanover
street,
York, ev cry other Tuesday,
ands of Dr. Ayer’s patrors, while they sometimes
other
Wednesday. He gives advice free,
Boston, ever)
lose their own. [Boston Commercial.
but for a thorough, examination with his Respirometer
is $5. Office hours at each city from y A. M. to
the
Advice to Lovers. Never risk a scolding by ! 3 P. price
M.
neglecting to supply your betrothed with PijaLON’S I Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
FLoR I)E MAYO,” the new perfume for the $1.50 p r bottle, or $?.5o a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
handkerchief. 1: is a sad thing for an engaged I 25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
For sale by all drugcouple to have a misunderstanding about a (Sjeenl. .street, Boston, Wholesale agents.
gist*.
Sold by all druggists.
_lygo

the Xevv York

see

AND OTHER

performances by Whitmore & (.’lark’s troupe of
and gymnasts we re among the very best ever
witnessed this at place. We confess to a surprise at the
KclM-ifck'N Pulmonic Syrup,
cure i oiismnphigh order oi the entertainment. Our brethren of the Sell weed Tonic and Mandrake I'ilin will
tiop I ieer Complaint and 1 ivfpepida, if taken according
] ress, in places tli ;t they propose to visit, may safely
at the same
he
taken
to
all
three
are
Tin v
to directions.
recommend them as excellent performers and true genliver and put
time
They cleanse the stomach, relax tile
the Iood
becomes
good;
tlemen.
it to work; then lie appetite
begins to
digests and makes good blood; the patient
Win. B. Swan, late of the firm of Marshall &
in
the
matter
lungs,
ripens
Swnnt ’grow in flesh; the diseased
at.d Reuben Sibley, have purchased the store, torehouses and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. 'Tills
to cure consumption.
and wharf of II. J. Anderson. Jr., at the loot of Main is tlic only way
'To these three medicines ltr. J. II. bcnenck, of Philain the treatment ol
street
The price paid, we learn, was $9000, Mr. Swan
delphia owes his unrivuied success
ami the younger son of Mr. Sibley will engage in busi- pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it oil by
ness there.
or matter is
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm
\V ai.
Four. The following nominations were made ripe a slight cough will throw it off, and tile patient lias
heal.
to
and the lungs begin
at the Citizen? Caucus for ward 4 : Warden, Charles rest
j 'To do this, tlic Seaweed Ionic aud Mandrake Pills
Philbrick; Clerk, B. ! lllackstone; Alderman, Robert must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
will make good
Patterson; Councilmen, F. M. Shepherd, Ephraim Mad- ; that the Pulmonic Syrup and the iood

has been smitten with the masqiier-

-.

To Holdere of Government Bonds

the force of

placing

felt that it win

it before the
meet

with

a

public, great confidence is

cordial

reo

ption.

people had not been o frequently and .-o gross
ly imposed upon, it would seem very sti nge to me tii.it
any person reading my circulars, n-coimneu atiom-;.mi
certificates, attested as some of them are b. the sign
li the

tures of souk of the best citizens of Rockland. sho-i !
doubt the eilic .oy and value of this salve.
I expect that spurious imitations, and salves purport-

ing

superii

to be

I wish all
and that
son

to

r, ike., will be oll« red
know that tin re is no sah

even il

could

tin*

ingredients

oi

it

to

the

public, and

ex?ant Iiki mine,

were

ki.own

no

per

proportion them pto; eriy

Those who would know further the efficacy and value
salve, are at liberty to address any o.‘ the parsn

District Court of the United {
1N U.VI, tPTClSTATKS. District ol Maine.
In the matter of JOSEPH W. EVELETH, Bankrupt

this

|

whose

names are

attached

to

the circulars and

recom-

mendations.

SECOND GENERAL MEETING of the CrediYarmouth, July 20, lf >>.
A tors of said Bankrupt will be In Id at B Hast, in
Mv Dear Miss Sawyer
I reenv u your kind letn r.
said District, on the twentieth day ot April, A. D., iS'. 'J, i
1 got y our halve.
has done m
at 3 o’clock, I*. M., at the office oI Peter Tuacher, E.-q ! and alter u little- wink
a great deal of good and 1 think it will
ooi,
arc me.
1.
one of the Registers In Bankruptcy, in said District, to
>?
wit: at the office of the Register ot Proo itc, lor the pur- removes nil inth.munition and soreness, and I do n
what
I
shall
know
do
without
it.
1
here
is
li*-.
uoii.iug
r.oxPH named in the 27th Section ol the Bankrupt Act ot I
it, lor I had tried everything I heaid ol, an nothing I:
March 2, 1M>7.
B. P. FIELD, Assignee.
I luul prepared many sain s my&eit,
me any good.
3w33
Belfast, February 10, 180'J.
they did not benefit me. My residence isiu I’hi.'mn i|
1 have been m Yarmouth lor some time, with mv il. lighDistrict Court of the United ; r„ ..,
1
ter, but shall probably leturu home tlu-» lajj.
lN »AMUO.PlC)r.
STATES. District Ol Maine.
I o l»..i
want several dozens of y our good >.dv, wiiei
1 .eeomnu nd ii
wherever 1 go, and have ain dv inn.
In the matter of EDWIN 1*. TREAT, Bankrapt.
u y
SECOND GENERAL MEETING of the Cred- duced ii into many tamilies. My occupation sva
A
itors of said Bankrupt will be field at B- If.st, in iug. I have b« eu a nurse lor many years. .V y mi.ifn
failed
me so iiiucii last winter tIk.t *1 le. red 1 tuu.ln he
said District, on the twentieth day of April, A. D., iSiO,
t
at three o’clock, P. M, at the office ol Peter 1 hacher, obliged to give up b.siness; but througu the m. iev
my Heavenly Father, l have thus lar been ableioCoi
Esq., one ol the Registers in Bankiuptcy, in sa d Dis- tiuue
work. 1 often meditate upon il.s goodness
my
to
wit:
the
office
at
ol
the
ol
for
trict,
Register
Probate,
m\
the purposes named in tlie 2*th Section of the Bankrupt me. Although wo are pei&on.dly strangers, 1
dear Miss lawyer, that m spuit wean- noi
Yom God
Act of March 2, 1S07.
N. 11. llUBLiARD, Assignee.
is my God, and we are both sti ivmg f«.r u bettei In me in
3w33
Belfast, Eebiuary JO, IS6J.
Heaven. I trust 1 shall have the pleasure ut Set lug you
before my return, as you spoke ol coming tliis way soou.
District Court of the United /
Your aifection ate friend,
Bankkiptc*.
States. District ot Maine.
S> A li A ii A. FKF K Ut )RM.
At Belfast, the 17th day of Eebruary, A. D., ISOd.

npilE

I

x,v

..

....

rpilE

j

,vffu,,n.rm.

UNDERSIGNED HEREBY GIVES NOIICE
ot his upp intment as Assignee ol JOHN FLOWChicago, III., October 10, isos.
ERS of Belfast, in the County ot Waldo and State of
Mu. L. M. Robbins—Dear Mr —I Ime never written
Maine, within said District, who lias been adjudged u a letter m praise ot any medicine dm mg the wind course
Bankrupt upon his own pet tiou by the District < ourt ot ot my lit*-, and it was not lit .1 1 w.nti. d dozen boxes ot
said District.
WM. II. FCGLER, Assignee,
Miss Sawyer’s Salve I would i.ol w tie now.
1 got
box
3w33
Belfast, Maine ! by chance, in Ntw York, and its Heel upon im 1;..> 'm n
-‘ I sueli that 1 have been
greatly improved, ui d Mil ol opiDistrict Court of thk United )
nion that another box w ill cited a permanent cuie.
,,
My
‘N BANKRUPTCY.
STATUS, District ol Maine.
neighbors, who have seen its elf CIS, arc a.xious to h;t\o
scud lor some tor them. You will tlunioie pit. so
me
At Belfast, the 17tl» day of February, A, D., 1809.
send mo by express C. O. D. a dozen dollar boxes, and
undersigned hereby gives notice
Yours respectfully,
oblige
Ol liia appoint me ui as Assignee of SAME EL G.
A. L. SANDERSON.
1HURLOW oi Bellas!, in the County of Waldo ami
State ol Maine, within a nd District, who has been ndWe claim that Miss Sawyer’s Salve is entirely different
iudged a Bankrupt upon his own petition, individually, from all other*. That there are a great many good salve#
md as a member oi the firm oi S. G. Tlmrlow & Co., conoffered lor sale, but none so good as MISS SAW \ EL’S
sisting ol said Thurlow & James White, by the Di.-trict
Court ol said District.
SALVE. That every lanuly should have a box at this
JOSEPH WILLIAMmjN
3w31
Assignee season ot the ear. That it will do all and more than

THIE

j
j

|

\

The

s
recommended to do. l’ut up in boxes at £
jet*.,
IS TO ciIVE NOTICE: That on the fifteenth
jOct»..aud $ 1. A great saving is made
by taking a
day of February, A. D. 1809, a Warrant in Bankruptcy was ia.-utd against the E>taic ot JAMES LaN-] large box. Prepared by Miss C. SAW \ EK, and put up
CASTER of N'orthport, in the County of Waldo, and j
by L. .TI. ROBBI.V4, II liolvsule unit Retail
State of Maine, who lms been adjudged a Bankrupt on j
his own petition; individually nnu us a member of the’ Urugg-i»t«, Rock I uml, Tie,
linns ol J. & J. A. LANCASTER, 11. N. LANCASTER
it CO., JAMES LANCASTER & CO., ;»d JAMES
GrEO. C. GOODWIN & Co
LANCASTER; the other members of which linns were

HjMlIS
JL

John A. Lancaster of the firm ol J. & J. A. Lancaster,
and Humphrey N. Lancaster ol the firms ot H. N. Lancaster & Co., James Lancaster & Co. and Jam s Lancaster; that the payment of any dents and delivery of any
property belonging to such Bankrupt, to him, or lor
his use, and the transfer ot any property by him are torbidden by law; that a meeting ot the Creditors ol the
said Bankrupt, to prove their debts and to choose one or
more Assignees ot his Estate, will be held at a Court of
to be holden at Belfast in the District o
Maine, before Peter Timelier, Register, on the twentieth
day of April, A. D. 1809, at 3 o’clock P. M. at the office of
the Register ol Probate.
LEANDEK WEEKS,
32
U. S. Dep, Marshal, as

Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass.

JOHN F. HENHY
Wholesale Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y",
This valuable Salve Is sold

Bankruptcy,

Messenger

by all Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & CO.
Agent# for Belfast and Vicinity.
17
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CHARLES

C.

Old girl that has borne me far and fast
On pawing hoofs that were never loth,

Ilowto double tin- value of land and tv: profit? on
>to:k, and how to r.ii.-e three times tie .pinntiv *>t all
(arm crops to an acre. 7J.< pages and Hd beautitu! and
useful illustiations. Fanners, ycuni: non atm expeii♦ nr d
agents find it pays tn c:im :•-« f- ;•; his bo"k. ^ IOO
to
pci month according t«> ability and energy.
F*tu>! particular-, address
/ Mi. i.Hli, ii< < TliDY k.
FkiJaiieljihia, IVnn.

mr gailop to-day may be the last
For thee or for me—or perchance for both.
As I tighten your girth do you nothing daunt—
l)o you catch the hint of oar forming line ?
And now the artillery move tn the front,
Have you never a «jualm, Bay ileus of {nine #

*

It in dainty to see you sidle and start
As you move to the battle’s cloudy marge,
a nil to led the swells of your wakening heart
When our cavalry bugle? sound a charge.
At the scream of the ?heli and the roll of the drum
You feign to be frightened with skittish glance,
liut up the green slopes where the bullets hum,
C’oquetishly, darling. I’ve known you dance.
Your skin is satin, your nostrils red,
Your ryes are a bird s or a loving girl's ;
And from delicate fetlock to dainty head
A throbbing vein-cordage around you curl*.
Oh, joy of my soul It you they
For triumphs or route I iittle care
} or there is not In all the wide valley to-day
such u dear little bridle-wise, thorough-bred

;»••«/
f'-r t!u' I'n!■.>»,
l* in Iht 11 /•< at Rebt ilioiu
ThrillFitmou:!
Adventure,
Comprising
ing Incidents. Daring Fxploif-. Heroic Deeds, Wonderiul 1.-cape-. Life n> tie < imp. f ield and Hospital. Ad.,ut-. with the Song-, Ballads,
ventures of .^pie- -.m,
Anecdotes and Humorous Incidents ot the War.
It contains ovii ioo line Lngravings and i» the spiciest
i and cheap'-st war bo^k pubii-hed. l’rice only s.bou per
copy. *>tnd lor chcu.ar^ uml see our terms, and full deof the work. Audio- XA1TONAL PUBLlfeHLSG CO.. Hhiiadelp da, F ; Cincinnati, Ohio; Chicago,
or
Sr.
Louis. Mo.
111.,
i

mare.

was frail, and passion
fleeting—
11 is often so;
N lsions born ol golden sunsets
With the sunsets go;
o have loved is to have suffered

K#4

Reopie.

Cit.V I, C. ??4ftEK£.

The astounding rev da {inns ami “tar; ling disclosures
made in this work arc creating the most intense desire iu
to out do i:.
Itd oll'icda! characthe minds of the poop!
ter and ready sale, eomoincd with an increased coaimisbest
make
it
riie
siou,
subscription book ever published.
•Send tor Circulars and see our terms, and why it sells
; faster than any other work. Address JONES BUOTliKKS & CO., 1'iiilaueiphia, I’a., or Chicago, J.!.

Press, lGth.

WANTED in

I.oiuleuts, and from other sources, the most [
gratifying assurances of returning prosperity
throughout the Southern Slates, iuciujing the
progress of internal improvement; the increase
of shipping in the maritime ports; the increase
in the extent of fund planted, and in the aggregate and quality of the crops; the introduction
of a large and valuable class oi imoiigrauis ; the
Influx of capital from the North, and to a less

j

from Europe; the rise lathe value ol
Southern securities, and the general development of the resources of the country.
This prosperous state oi affairs,
as
yet But comparative, it must be remembered,
has obtained in consequence ul the natural resources and attractiveness of the
country, aud
m the face oi political and governmental difficulties aud obstructions such as have rarelv
been imposed on a people. A military satrapy,
sustaining a Freedman’s Bureau used as a political aud partisan machine m the interests o'
Nor.hern carpet-baggers; a denial oi representation, and of political rights to the property owners, the only legitimate ana representative men oi the South; a dilatory and constantly tinkered and changed enactment, for the political reconstruct .i->n ul the Southern States,
and for their recognition as such by Congress,
have not been such influences as would attract
capital or timid aud peaceful immigrants; and
yet in spite of all tills there is a manliest ano
gratifying evidence ul progiess in the right
direction, encouraging the belief that ii the
Southern people w ill continue quietly to perdue their avocations, oil
inducements to capital and immigration, and leave quarreling ami
lighting to Congress, it will continue increasing

town to sell the cele-

every
brated 'Upper Mowers inni Reap* rs—Lightest dratt
AGENTS
durable machines
de. Send
circular,
(

corres-

and most
< i.IPPEK

nu

Mow I.

it

AND

L

lo., lg Cliff St., N.

although

section

In its

relative position
the war, so far as
agricultural ami commercial prosperity are considered. All tliat the Southern people have to
do now is to study iiow to develop tile resources of their section, how to
improve its reputation in tiie North and abroad, and to assure
those who choose to go and settle upon her
soil,
to tiil her Iieids, to work her mines, or to
put
her immense water power into use, that
they
will be cordially welcomed and protected in
their persons and in their property.
We have no idea that, under tiie administration of Geuei :il Gr in'. tliisdelaving and cunlusmatters

by constantly reconstructing

re-

construction will he tolerated or continued.
He undoubtedly meant to convey his determination in this matter to the people, North and
South, when he announced his platform us
“peace.” The work ot the last three years
will not lie gone over again. A sulHcient number ol those elected with him will undoubtedly sustain ids wishes. He will probably not
sunound himseil with troublesome aud
quarrelsome spirits, unfavorable to anything that
savors of settlement and quiet, aud these are
strong indications that m many important particulars tiie .Southern people will be agreeably
disappointed in him. The matter of universal
negro suffiagi—the worst the South has to fear
politically—is iu less danger of being legish t d
upon them by Congress at the present t n:e
■nail at any previous time since the war.
it
may lie enforced by constitutional amendment,
in which case all of
the States would suller in
proportion to the extent of their negro population, and of course it would bear hardest on
sue South in some respects.
Hut alter all wc
doubt if it would be a bit worse than in those
•states ol tin North where, the vote ol each
party being nearly equal, the balance of political power may he held by this
ignorant and impecunious race. fin; white property iioiders
the South will always exercise a more powv
mi influence over their saliie fellow-citizens
than is possible elsewhere, from the Very fact
that they raised aud ouce owned them.
in addition to this, there is
ample room lo
doubt whether the proposed amendment to the
t .institution providing for indiscriminate sufii age aud
oflice-holding will ever be adopted by
vl.e required constitutional majority—tlireefourths of all the states,
it is undoubtedly
unpopular in the West. It has ueen voted
down by large majorities when
proposed in a
modiiied form in six or seven of Hie States.
Hie West does not seem to bow down to neIt lias ineffaceable prejudices
gro equality.
against it; and its only chance is a submission
l<* the
I.egislututes now in session, iu order to
prevent the voice of the people from being
ueaicl.
The delay iu submitting it, if continued but a short time longer, wiu prevent these
Legislatures Horn acting on it, or receiving it
nelore their adjournment, and then the vote of
the West, combined with that of tiie South
aud such of tiie Northern States as will also
oppose negto equality, will he ail-sullicieut to
prevent the ratidcatlon of tiie proposed amendment.
Let it come iielore the people
lairiy and
squarely, uml upon tiie question of negro suffrage or no negro suffrage. We are iinu iu our
conviction tiiat negro suffrage will he voted
down by an
overwhelming majority. The sentiment of our people Is
undoubtedly iu favor
of reserving to the several States those
rights
affecting social and domestic relations which
but lew oi even the most
despotic powers have
been able to control and
regulate agaiust the
will ot the people.
To the Southern people,
therefore, we say
be of good cheer.
Your natural
advantages
are already securing good fruits.
Your political prospects are cheering, aud
your luture
prosperity ami influence assured, if nothing on
our
own
y
part intervenes to re-create prejudice
or

alarm.

A SiNr;

Cask.

The

Reporter says
stranger about fifty years of age, stopping
at the Klin House iu
ISkowhegan, was takeu
with a singular kind of
insanity. He went

u

into the street and stood
perfectly motionless for two hours, then he went into the
house and sat down in a
chair, where he
remained perfectly motionless for

twenty-four hours,

nearly

A

gentleman

in Sacramento has sued a wofor breach of promise,
putting his damages at §^0,000. Verdict for the defendant.
The Sacrumento Union calls it a “he breach
of
promise case.”
man

granted.
A true copy.

NEW AND CHOKE

Ac A
Attest—B. P.

BR£SS ^OODS,
llnsicy. Glycerine. Eb*er Elan

rr.

anti B’aint.

SSotfuef

1 R Quality, St\ I* ! i lb lfum<» W wranted ,e. m. 10 the
English si lot sold lal;y
p>-r rent, cheaper, which accounts tor tiir* great filling mV iu tin* demand tor the
foreign “Dap.*. and the unprecedented success of the
4 merieav] Company Toilet Moups. now Sold
everywhere in the I'ninai St:oe>.
IHcIteoar. A

At an adjourned P-ob :t.» Court held at Bvltast. within
ou the tliird Tuesday o f
and for the County ot
February, in the- year ot our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine.
P. S 1T.TSOX, Trustee under tb»- will of
Catharine Pierce, ai d as successor under will of Wal
do Pierce oi G. A. Pierce, former irustee, late ot Frank- i
i fort, in saiu County ot W.Jdo,
-ea.-va. having present; t-d his lir.-t account as fni-’ev as aforesaid lor allowance. \
Ordered, 1the sai l frustce give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy u; this order to be pub- j
lished three we ks suceessiv eiy in the Republican Jounal i
: printed at B-llast, taat they nny appear at a Probate;
I < ourt, to be In-id nt Belfast, within and tor said County. I
-day nt 3larch next, at ten ot the clock ;
{ on the second fu-. -lieu
! before noon, and
cause, it any they have, why the 1
-'ame should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Ai'v-t—U. P. I-'nti.n, Register.

j
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WHITEGOODS,
SHAWLS,

be happy Li forward
y\ his p •.inphk ts <•! ie»limon ids ior >>'•:■'. w it li direction'; for U“ing lii" l.uiiiHH S' p‘.r l‘!>o$phnie of l .air, anu
other standard h'eru!i.-.ers, free, on application.
\Ym. L. lii.ADl.i.v, ;i IL-uad Stru t. Ko-ton.

■yiJ'SI.

SEEDS.

4 f Ai«G5 HOI FLOW
tV,\l
E81
I
:.-n and Klvisld run
/- l!pi-r'< < t; hiatus and LiHer. is
Is.•■'. v itii a :i-t of /’/•u•'.v pubJsl'.ed and wi.! b>t to any a iure.-s.
.1. I J*1?* D’S'Kt, ISi'ciitUMOtl.
Iff.

M4
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Cloaks and

Cloakings,

Favorite*

Parlor

L iuinu'H"' demand
rjpij
X induced us to m: U

fu ths popular instrument has
maim? icture u specialty, and
d-h-d to oil r them at much lower
rate's tlmn :u*-eic.ugi : !
similar in.-tnino nis by other
rn ikei «.
1 in. u ire or re -i. lei: 1 dead
or «■ mi tor oar id us.
l;-t. Add;.-*
trait J. catalogue ami j.*
ti. y*. t* £ 9 1.19 A <•«*..
l’l a v* ‘F:
Mam. id'-, kSoston, ydii**

we are

consequent!)

*-

!

HOSIERY,

|

GLOVES,
WORSTEDS,

■

/my hair a permanent Mark or brown. '-‘old
m ov mnii lor ^ !.
very where.
Address Wit. lUTTO .Vi r ,..-ur; r.
'■ ■',dc
omh foinp :tiy, sprin-.'fn-I i. Mass.

I ai'Mrii -, <.a 1:i>k;<j:i:< ami fju n
.III)\\■ ilii.s.—Semi l' r }■ iri iculnr.* uf ‘•H-s!'* Imin.
! uvi/oiator and Insect
proved J iu.t id' i.inl
p.'taiih
in te.-t will he forwarded to
,)estroyer.
any
part of the l nited Stales .ml p.rlecr s :ti-d'action gnaruuti’ed. <»ood A/'1,1
\\ .lut. d in
ounTV in the
Lnifed Stale'. Add. •.
.1. A11LA1LX, iMeou'd Sire. t.
Haltimore, AM,
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Bt aittui;;

Mat Itima

1

race
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•.

I he

lifltli,

tc.

.-.aid estate foi al-

AT THE

|
and wail LIGHTED

i

:

FURNISHED

AND

FITTED

POTATOES:

Oats,
hi. Corn, clover Seedc Grass
Seen, ilog*. I owls, II.-t V alder ruiter. Send tortile
Lx 1‘KltlM I.NT.V I I'Al'.M Jnn.NAI.,
only -•( cent-. Ad
dress t.LO, A. I>LI 1/.,
(.humbersburg, l‘n.

Expressly

for

them,

in

the

P. \ L’AL £

8S «
OIWM U...I
* -*
.% .fiimid send Inr our im mplili-t id
P-ire-.c-jnta-iilp*, lull d, n.-ripi i,,u oi „
„ mvnmioi,
" "c,‘ '!••• «■*•«! inv. ti'lnti?>'
tiHrrs, ruumrat/n nod
iiri> m « ith perfert saiil,,. For
!uws
breakund tnuumx l.om-s it i- I. t!, r tluui ilirn V
w auv
svstem.
tl'm
AiidrcN. I’. HdYKK & CO
arkehbur", Lin .?ter ( (>.. I’.,.

l*

o!li,;r

KGKKAT on: DOI.I.A U f ull is the best in
Wegive moreaiul lx.it. r /oods than
any i.tiu r house in the hu-dues* or
from any store in the country. Our t.-rms to
Agents exceed all others. Agents wanii.-d
vervwiiere. Semi for
circular. Ad.irevs It. 21. l-'LLNN & < O..M Wa-hiu-ton
countr\.
OIbetheobtained
»f

«nn

BRICK

BLOCK,

ovus
liuir, vou
i>\ re*
mail, n correct picture nt yoiir iuiure liustiaiid or
vrih*. with tmme ami date ot trmrria^c.
Addrcs. IV
FO.Y, I'. O. Drawer No. M. Ku.'tonviUv, New York.

KliECTKl) THE LAST SEASON BY

I A niTC '* FfEBU'tl from FK.1I.ILF
bnUlLJ l tcrinc or Ahdoniiuttl Weakness. Kaliine
Womb, (with lain,'tics in Hips or Hack Cornu
lciicy. General i'chilit;, Il. rnia or jlunture, slio'uld «L
hi:FI.Fil'd HARD liUl!Iii:U

of the

A Gt 110.11 B A A Si

f!g'B’OBIT E It

Send for pamphlet, l::t; Clieitnut «t.,
T’hiladeiphia, F'a*

ON

RHEUMATISM1 NEURALGIA.
suffer

Jon need
no longer, unless you choose,
WIIITKX El. I \ III will run- roil
quicker than
nnv otlu-r remedy in the World.
Enclose a stump torn
circular containing a few mimes out of more than
six
hundred wl.o have been cured bv it; crfl, and the medicine sli.nl be sent to von. All a pot h eearics sell ,t
\J.
dress J. \SHITE, Druggist, >, EevercU

Street.

st., Boston.

lil l

NOBLE.—Sell-help for Young Men
having erred, desire u better tuanliood. Sent

I7IRRING
_J who

AN INSPECTION OF OUR

TElf CEXTA 1 will send to any one a li*t of
the best Newspapers in the I nitial State*. 1 would
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estate ot « ae.rl*
iu said County o! W; of, <1 e.-ised, being presented a
petition tint Leonard >uu;.-. of Mockton. may be appointed Aduiini-Iife b.oos non, oil the e-tate '»f
said deceased.
Ik give notice to nil person-Ordered That th>--.iid
inteiested by e iu-i -u aei-p, ol this order to be published
j three weeks >uc-»,--ivi v in the
Uepubiioan Journal,
! printed at ik-lla-t that liv-y may appear at a Crobau
C'ourt, to be lield a: H- !; t, witliiu a.nd lor --lid County,
on the second Tun-day ot .'larch next, ut ten of ihe clock
c mse, it
any tiiey have, why tin
j before noon, and shew
prayer ol said p'.th ion sliould not be framed.
ASA T' i I f’ ULi >l‘i ill, Judge.
3-.*
A true copy. Attest—15 lk Fn-:i.i>, Register.

County.

\

Speer’s

..

has his hear-

; and Jacob L.

The panorama is endless.

■

Sheri If Knox

in

om: .t-mt, 1.

,-f

|.

Y'i Ilitirrs to

v.v!:
11
11
.<jd p .r
Po

•«

Lin-

standing.

City. Wis.,

For sale also

SIKONTON BRO’S, & CO.

■

!

..

;;=

_

V.

....

Minn., lias his sore lips ol
fifty years duration cured by a single
box of the POSITIVES.
Hut enough.

e

THOMAS B. GROSE,

l'lilaiMAA

w

TV_

1

Plain view,

sixty-nine.

Notice of Foreclosure.
WESTON W. DOW of Palermo, CounWHEREAS,
ty,ot dated
)Val(lo and State of Maine, by iiis mortgage
Dili of

Cough

of four years

and

BEAU

i H; H-UIXG l SK, Hill THE WEAK, FOR
111!. FALK. Foil I HE SICKLY, FOR
1 HE AGED, FOR FEMALES !

ex re;.-; ?.v
-.jure t.tviu-

netr
a scribe all tin.- -aim
&c., most of w
of the ancient beiici
*,
.<
known to “kill nm
diu.i
killed, coustitutioi
ui A'd
IgNOKAM d <>i
l .-rp\\;>
NUS l l:l M-.M \ K
lid.
I »•
Through the i. i:; .hi.- a r
no oth'-r remedy, he nib- un*.u
I i: :t •. u v
to all his patients, in l’ii
is,
A.-.,
ns ?o-.;ai; b Kxtiac'.s,
maker, equally ignorant, adds
>.
Specific, Antidote, iic.. both i. dig i.p<ui its
mini:,<*ub in vu:.
curing a few in a hundred, it
: iu.;h.ng is said «d
Wilis throughout lie land; bn
th** lial: isCC, >OIUe ot wh ill die. "I' ers grow \o r-. and
•m* left to linger anu sutler tor im-ntus or \%
m
d relieved or cured, ii poss-ible, by competent pi.
BUI Al.I. QUA- MS AUK NOT lnNo;:.\M.
Notv, ’thstandii g tin- foregoing l.:-.-?
a-e k u
v» o
to
some quack d*a*tots and nostrum- anker.-, u ?. re;;.,nt!i ss
ot the iih* arm he.dili .-f
.'
»lier.-, then
i:.*»su rmong
•.
them wh*> even perjure
).■•••
<.o: ! iad.- '.n.: gi\ i*:';
u:.
mrreury to their patients, ,.*• i;,..: it
u.a\
e
;.
nostrums, s.> tint lie "iinnl !•
a
prole.-sod I y curing, or “!!•«• »!oli:ir," t*r
: ... -1.%
may he obtained for the nostrum. It -' i.i•j re* deci iud, al.-o, and .-pern.
meuts with qm* ki r-..
D-:. dia'.s
charges are very modeinc. '<
at! ns
.if.
stn**P m
confidential, ami rdi to: rely n hbi v,*d:
ui;*l
coniibin
lint*.
io
•,
secrecy
Jiti-.u or sit.;a!.on
,aiv «m
mr.i
ii -t .-r
ig,a.
31ed:eines sent t
M:i:t ;*n-l l.xpr*.
:
a.b
:a of the
United Mates,
All letters requiring
ice nius; cco *; ••*. on
: Ii.tr t.insure mi answer.
Addre.-s Du. !..!>!*•, No.
I .; i! a
**t lb.
Boston Jan.
!-•

one

Tobev, of Tunnel

j

IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

v.
T K

A

!•>

c

.Uu

A
it

and

tour

1

FOM

e -mu pr

iftt/peroti*

more

position.-, copy
of the qu.ilitit

eyesight is restored from a state ol
Blindness caused bv a shock of Palsy
two years before.
Away oil in Marysville.
Cal., Thomas 11. Attkisson, who has the
Chills, buys a box of SPENCE’S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS ot a passing tin peddler, and though
having “no more confidence in them than
so much dust,” yet
they “cure his chills like
a charm ;” and John
Wreghit, nearer by, at
Fast U aluut Hill, Ohio, lias a
great and
wonder
worked
on
unexpected
cure him
the
POWDERS,
they
himby
of a
Rupture of twenty-five years duration, to say nothing of his cured Rheumatism. From the east. Mrs. X. S. Davis, oi \\ est Cornville, Me., reports that

|

rAMKH.-Dr.Ray's

or

whose

_

Vegetable Monthly Powders
J Safe and unfailing regulator in special cases. Price
ir i. Address W’yt, Hay, M, t)., 1*. o. Itox E.:r, N. V

;

..

to

j

Church

1 KANuF.i!

s

himself cured Ins wife of

r

...

in another case, as reported by Mrs. F. Vv'.
Williams, of Waterviile, Me., it is a lady

Complaint

j

HAJFORD, Ea).,

straightway

HgALTW

rclers ;.i !*: of. .wor.- am;
:*.
c
•.!
many ot whom cor.-uit him
his acknowledged tskib miu
:rt oind ;
-ugh
b
st> long expei iouce, pr.u-t
A I'Fl.HI 1.1) AND l XFOIMI N A IT.
be not robbed and add to ym:r s;;r iiu_-in Dung b.-«vi\*
by the lying boasts,
pre^m.-.lions, i..
pu.an.i-,
and pretention- of
KOKK1GN AND NATIVli QUACKS,
who know lilt it* of the natur* and character *>f Special
Diseases, and ies* to th-br care, .M,un* exhibit no-cd
1 >iplouias ot Institution- or <.'■
.••*-*, w inch
r » x:- <• i
in any part of r!ie wo! i-i. nth. r- xi:if• it Dip..no <s ..f t:
Jiikn*
how
«.-d
..--un.i *.g
Dead,
oD.iinul,
i
rr
\v
advertising in names
but to further
ebrated physiciau- ,oi.g -.a.
id. A>
I.

one case

administers them

{

5TR!>N(JTH

proudly

others and “cures up
Spasms, Fevers,
Msasles, and fairly routs everything;’

er

->

lurn

that in. It

cities,

lady in Sacramento, Cal., who is
Catarrh by the POWDERS,

and who

I »i"

A

in

e-.. =,

hers, Merchat

s

hundred dollars for his
half box ot Powders, because with the oth-

■

THIS IS HO HUMBUG. £«t
««f, liei^ht, color ol
and
will receive

a

i.

i»

to

To avoid ami

cured of

will not take

X.

Strict, Boston, Alasri,

e.M.V
KKl.t
A1>V I 11 t *-! Sti

Proprietors, ie.,
lieuln;i> to

City, Neb., shouts that the POWDERS have “have knocked his
rheumatism higher than a kite
on the other, a
neighbor of II. Webster, of
I'.u*t Pembroke, N. Y., declares that he

i•• * m.rf held at l‘,e!lusi. within
At an adjoin u- i i*•
and lor llie C.p.ii:; ot H a.do, on the thiid Tu-sday ol
of oar Lord eighteen hundred
iu
tinyear
February,

V>‘

it is

Ft

^

,a£A.

1
-iiJi

Swan

NEW AND ELEGANT j

WE BEAT THEM ALE.

engaged

who

Neuralgia.

o.tr

e

six i i:kn: vkaia
in treatment of .-noca.i Di*n-..

letter from A. Idle- quacks,

Matagorda, Texas,

be

cannot

Complaint, aud his grundson of Croup.
On the one hand. Nelson S. Woods, ot

N h. i.MHA LL. of i 5 I! -1
l.u
ng plescilt'-d ‘petim Administratrix
m the e.-rate ol
tition
lied
«d
in
.hi Comity oi Waldo.
late
.-:,
lieitj. Urown,
deceased, may i.,e authorized to eonii-y i■> her cert liu rcai
j e-lat e cgiecab!;. I" the con tract ot -.id d.eo a-cd.
Ordered. 1 nat the- said A nun,Ltratrix give notice to
:ed by causing a copy u: this order to
all p. rs» iis in
week
be published tin-,
a.ve--icely in the- lit public n
L b:.i
d
that they may appear at a
i Journal print'
«.-•
m llelfast, within and for said
Probate Court, t•
-mb
ured.ty ot March nexi, at teu oi
I County, on the
a. ami shew e mse, it any they have
j the clock before u
J wliv the pra\e’. o said pel i: ion should not be granted.
I
ASA nil FLDliiiH, Judge.
!b i*. Fii.i.D, Register.
A true copy. Aite.-i
1

fHK

known

Erysipelas,

sent to

j
j

f

a

am! U

ax.'trlx,

'lest, C. L. Child, of llecorah, Iowa, reports that the box seat to Mr. Moore put
him on his feet again, and the box

••

**«

If*

days is seated at the breakfast table, with her family; from the

—

EARLY ROSE
Slim,;t " hn.ts.
Hu,

of

and herself of

in

.■' •.•ui ! h id at IT-h.: m
U an .t*h-»urm d i*
.viihin
and Jot tlie CmiMy of \V .Lin, on tin1 thud Tuesday of
•»r
land eighteen hundred
I-.. b: uary, in iy..v oi
it ml si x f \-niin-.
i llFi: HACLF.Y. Ydniinistiafor of the estate of
J Isrin-i ltagi’-yi.i. of 1 my, in said County ot \\ alio. deceased, h;w iug pre-enn d bis lirst and idi il a -count
oi Administration on -uni estate for allowance,
Ordered, J hul the said Administrator gin* notice to ali
persons ioteiested L\ causing a copy ol this order to be
published three iviiv- mhh-i-s uw ;y in the Ib-putdi'-an
Joun.ai, printed at Ib-d.u-t. ii.: t tin y in;.;, appi-ir at a
I'rnn.de Court, P> be hidd ;:t lied, mi, within and torsi id
nd 1 u- -day of March n- \t, at ten ot
County, on the m
the clock before i.o"i, ami -hew emu.-, it nay tlie-v have,
1h- aliowu d.
wnv the game -h mid J.A-A THFKLOl <, 11, .1 udg.
.k
A true copy. A: test— *5. l*. Fii
tiegi<ler,

aim

STORE,

boldly

o do
thtuir,
quacks, who wi'i
t
selves, to impost* upon pat,eat-

coln must die in three
days, and
thereupon she takes the POWDERS, and

>

SPACIOUS

There is

Pf

«

■

<

from N,

oue

V

■

>

/ i»
*

"je

Street,

ut;

w

•V^INE#*'

S

T

•.

in so arranged that path urs never.or hear :>•-?* other.
:
Recollect, the or/</ cnit mice to IT
21. f.a\
a.-. ...y
ing no connection with hi* re.- id--: •.% o.n;
t*: >;
account c.ci ;.\ person
family interruption,
hesitate nppE ing at las
,vv.
Hit. !>iX

POW-

the doctors declare that Mrs. Melvin

Probate ( -urt. to bo held at Bvllast, within ami for s.iid
cond I ue-Tay ol 3! ceil next. at t* u ef
County, <>:i tinthe clock be!ore «e* ».t, and -how c.iu-e, if any they hav<
whv the sane- -liouhi be allowed.
ASA 1 HUR LOUGIJ, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. L\ fn.i.n, Register.

Il

idiupies*.,

cheape-t and in-t Knitiin/ Machine o» r invented. Will
knit '.’0,000 -tilde p r minute. Liberal i ml it .aments to
Ajt'ejit- Addre.-s AMKlili AX' IvXI i
MAllliM.
Hot-in, At ass., or St. Louis, Mo.

on

••

V<ilnts.

e

of Administration

j At an ad.jounv.Hl lY.di ito < ourt held at i»« !f.-d, wit! in
i and for tin- County of We id ), on the third l ue-da> ol
February, in t.n. y.i.r ot our .Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine.
I
L\MxUN, Administrator of the estate of Cpo.
(i. Wood?, Lite oi Freedom, in said County of Wal•
.his first.inn uu ii account
do, decease* i. h: vihi on
, of Admin!.-: ra: ion on aid stale tor allowance.
1 irdrred, Tii.it t
--; l Adn-.ui-trutor give notice l
all
; persons int*ji\ sied by causing a copy ot this older o be
iu tie* llepulli«\»n
published ihri <- wn k- sii.*;iv
in Ha.-!, that tiiey m ty appear r.t
j Journal, print- d
!. ;
w itliiii and {-•; said
I'r >b-.j;<- oui
j C minty,-.n ti. --c-.u'd ikns-.lay >■ March ui-:<f. at »<*n of
■:
i-h
dock
no
tinn*e, if nnv they ha\e,
I vvh*. t'ne -am
-he d 1 in-t
bio.v* .:
\-A Fill
(.11. Judge.
—Id 1\ Fn u». Kegt-*--!.
A true copy. Am

<

THE PATENT MAGiG 00MB
Will re.lor

account

)1>.

WANTED, AGENT?, *~,,r

r.
male :,.i i-•::i-.,. to
*; i.x I'! x K 1 m l’l:< > VKf»
'MM i.X -r.N-f. ;• \
W I.NX M A' 111 SK.
1 !. V
,:ev.
i I.
!'. 1 to n. •; ■<: t euni. bind
[ j l;i»• a
b.-aid and n;b:a
e
-1,r
l*»iee
•!
uii y
l*. 1 u:! '.Vi!
*:ve ve.r.-.
\i
will pay
:i
$lifor ::i.\ Mii'b.n' it.'!
sirou.vr, more
O'M
-;*•
Ojoi-e
;i,
idu;s.
It make* the
I
I: tit' ." l.v
-eo«>nd -lileli can be cut,
and stii! the .doth ca lino? he pw lied apart without Pairto
: •» per month and
in/ li. W pay Ay- nr- iroin
p.xp< ni ()>• :1 o:uuii--ion from whicij twire that ummiut
can bemade.
Address SIX'O.MB ,v v
l'l rr- nna,,
Fa., Hi >s i, »\ Mass, «*r m. 1.<tis, Mo.
()HUtion.-[>o jmt e impo-e.t upon by oth* r parties
palming oh' worthies* e i-t-iron pan hincs, und. r tin
< »i;rsame n.,me or oile r--* i-e.
lie only genuine ami
really prnc;..- tl m n Lint- maunlae' ured.

and final

i low a nee.
Ordered, 'fhat the said Administrator give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy oi this order to
be published three vv.eks succe--! wiy in the Republic mi
lournal, printed :-.t Belfast, that they may ;i>*..* ir nt

|

a

>

adjourn1 d Prob'd*- Court h-M at B ■![ >-, within
and lor the County of Wahl.i, on tlie third Tuesday ol
;
i February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine.
AN* 1 L LI AMSON", Administrat or ol the estate
of Horace il. I (un-Mon. late ot rscarsport, in the
ct Waldo, d'-eea-ed. having presented his second
County
j
an

JUSLPil

PIANOS! PIANOS! PIANOS!

‘Tiie

••-

| At

SMITH’S CATALOGUE OF

FLOWER

At an adjourn 1 Probuh <’ourt held at Belfast within i
and tor 11
County ot Waldo, on the third Tuesday o1
February, in the year ot our Lord eighteen hundred'
an i sixty
M. NLLSOX, widow ct Charles Nelson, lute 1
ol Pah iuu, m S lid County ot Waldo, deceased,
having pres:-n;11i a petition that an allowance may be
made'her Iron i!u person..! estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, 1 h .i the said 31ary give notice to all persons
iuterestsd by e iii.-ing a copy ol this order to be published
three week-. sae<vs.-iveiy in the Republican Journal printid at Beit list, taut ih y may appear .it a Probate Court, to
be held at Beif.i--;, within and for .-aid County, on the
-ecoud Tuesday of .March next, at ten ot the clock before
i: any they hive, why the prayer
noon, and shew cau
ot said petition should not bo granted.
AS A i III RLuPGII, Judge.
-Vi
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fikld, Register.

MARY

JEurren A Co.. So'!' Tlanfrii
J
iladclpliia ami .V w York.

au

comes

•, <

pUP^ivi
/
;*■' V,

MEDICAL o! I I.
llo^tou. d.t«4

rniVA 1 E
21 Emlit

15 s y*

j„

j DERS have cured her husband of J UUI1by
At. K N'is’1
dice, and of that unmanageable disease, through falseQi:
certificates
!
atlons of their iweoicii:
ber
of
Diabetes,
daughter

TltL-KLOl.Till, Judge-.
Fiki.d, Register.

CNHAKLKS

ASSORTMENT OF

and Lore

duration.

brook,

*

■

nn.

rejoices
that the POSITIVE AND NEGAJAMES RE1ELEY,
TIVE POWDERS have cured his child
At nn adjourned (\iurt of Probate, held nt Belfast, within
and lor the County of Waldo, ou the thinl Tuesday ot ! of Cholera Morbus, bis wife of Chills
February, A. U. liOVh
and Fever and Enlarged Spleen, and
F T 1‘0N the for going Petition, Ordered, That the poti
tioner giv. notice to all person- interested, by; his
V.
neighbor of Neuralgia ; and there is
causing a copy o! s:.id petition, with this order tinreon.
to be published three week- succ'-vsively in the Rt-publi- !
one from Mrs. M. Calvin, of
Dauby Four
1 can Journal, a paper printed at Bellas!, that they may i
appear at a Probate Com!, to be held at the Probate' Corners, Yt.,
me that the POSinforming
Office in Btdt.i-t aforesaid, ou the second Tuesday ol
i March next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW
cause, it an. they have, whv the same should not b.
:

fire,

where it was burned. It is not stated whether
he felt better afterwards.

that the goods, chattels and credits
ot said deceased tiro not sufficient to answer Ins just debts
and charges ot Administration, by the sum ul One liuudred and Fiity Dollars.
Whekeeouk your petitioner prays your honor to grant
him a license to sell and conv. y so, much ot the real estate of said deceased, [including the reversion of the
Widow’s dower thereon.’' :.s will satisfy .said debts, and
Incidental clntrges, and charges of Administration.

Bitters

•*

Church, of Oskaloosa. Iowa, saving that
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have
cured a child of Deafness of six years

]

he was then carried to a In nettled letter envelopes, trie ot ehurge. if beneflttcd
room.
He remained iu this condition for return the postage. Address PillLAN I'll UOS, Box p
Philadelphia, Pa.
some time longer, when he
came out of
this state and conversed as usual.
Ilis
brother has since taken him
I HAVE MAKE AMERTISIM1 A STL HV.
away.
The papers say that a man in New
Jersey
had the neuralgia so badly that he threw a
package of §40,000 in bank bills Into the

AN ENTIRELY

V.

extent

ing

OPENING

NEGATIVE

AND

DERS;

respectfully represent

Wine

v

telling
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung
Troubles and Catarrh, dy the POSITIVE

JAMES

THAT THEY AIIE NOW

tor

A I* Kit

:

Honorable Judge of' Pr< bate tor Uie Countv of
Waldo,
RKiLT.KY of Frankfort, In the County of
Waldo, Administrator of the estate of FRANCIS
CULLEN, late ot Wimerport, In said Couuty, deceased,

Secret Service

receiving through exchanges,

place
previous to

o’clock in tiie lorenoon, and shew cause, it any they
have,
why the same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOl GII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
Jd

Standard

*ii«

nothing.

To the

AGENT> W AS TKI» l Gli Tili-;

Martyrdom below.
By tiie lake, beyond the meadow,

mat

BELFAST AND VICINITY

const

••

Ayres

:

!

an

nothing.

adjourned Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within
panoramas
for the Countv ot Waldo, on tiie third Tuesday ot
For four years the uninterrupted stream has
February, A. 1>. jst' h
the foregoing Petition, Ordered, 1 nat the peticontinued to pour iu upon me, daily intioner give notiev toali persons interested, by causIng a copv ot said petition, with thi- order thereon, to be j
iu volume and power. Here comes
published three weeks succe.-siveiv in the Republican creasing
Journal, a pap.-rp-Inted at Belfast, that they may
a letter from Jos. D.
appear
of East Greensat a Probate Court, ;•> b> lu ldat Probate Office iii Belfast
aforesaid, on the m corn! Tuesday of March next, at ten ; boro, Yt.,
me of the cure of his

ammf.

THE best, cheapest, ai d most practical addlug maJ. cldiio ever in use. N'- i. 1 add columns of figures t<any «■> »eut, throe columns at a time, as quick as they cau
be written with a pencil, and tin amount always be right.
I vtistaki it impossiiK.
The Addi-t will bo sent to any
uedres* lor si. Agents wanted, H. ii. Walkkh, go's
Brouuway, Hoorn H N. Y. l\ th Box d

“Blood Will Tell.”

Their eh’ects

STECTAL AII.M EN i s A N l > Mil A I i' A >,
Incident to Married and Single i.ei
AM overwhelmed ! There is
SECRET AND DEED A IT l *1
i::. J.i:
ancient or modern, to compare with it— Mcrcuri.il A Sections: Eruj hn. an.: ■■'•) •:
,.f
skin; I'.'ccrs ot tlie Aom i hroat an«! !
I am overwhelmed with its vast the Face; 6 well
ing oit he .J.h;, t
tional and other Weaknesses in >.-a:h at i T-m
power, its extensive raDge, and the count- vanced, at all ages. <*t
BOTH SEXES, SI N(; f.]•; or >1 a i' i:: I., •.
less wonders which it
before me.

£

Speer's

SEJ.F-AM •[; AMI SOUTAKV HABIT.**.

H OS 0 K Its !

At an
and

<>r

WAiJiot\s

Hope

auu sunn

j
!

scription

the milk-white Vo.-som#
Kvcu whiter grow
Something gave tnc dying sunset
An iuteuser glow,
And enr.ched the cup of pleasure,
Filled to overflow.

every year,

I

j

'$ht

nanativi

Something made

Fioru the Detroit Free

J

'• *11 ! /••
An 1 }<■ ■'<
th &
€8

H here the lilies blow—
«*, tin- glory there that perished,
None shall ever know—
v\ henn loving heart was broken,
Many years ago

OF

of the estate of Cil AS
in said County, deco sed.
of
represents that m-' goods, chattels ard ered.
its of said deceas. d are not >ufileient to answer hi- just
debt- and charges ut Admiuisiration, bv tile sum of 1 he
Hundred Dollars.
'' HERKFoni;
your petitioner prays your honor to
grant,him a licence t<» sc!! a no convey -o much of the
real estate of said deceased, including the reversion of
the Widows dower tie■irua.' as will satisfy said debts and
incidental charges, and eh :gea ot administration.
JOHN Git LELY.

typON

By thi* lake, beyond the meadow,
Where the lilies biow,
As the young moon dipped and lilted
Her reflected bow,
Lived and cied a dream of beauty,
Many years ago.

are

BROTHERS & CO.

\ M i1.1. it 101:1: : a.a n\ in i.-ta,
it laihu" to c •:
i.
E'O*
orher physician. more « fieri u.- liy
nd p» :• ,.• •;>. with
less restraint iroiu occupation or 1< s t;\|v«ui' to ail
weather, v.i-h saf" ..ml p]ant medicit
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Balls, Kinging, Chain.
Enquire of
Vt'lvHON, Tenants li.irbor.

Hcuso Lot For Sale.
A '.tv desirable building lot, on Court Street
opposite the residence of Prescott Hnieltloe.)
it iv111 be -old lit a bargain.
Appis to IIE.NRY S. PARKER
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